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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report sets out the findings of the Ravenscraig – Wider
Linkages project undertaken by Land Use Consultants (LUC) on
behalf of North Lanarkshire Council, Central Scotland Forest
Trust and the Glasgow and Clyde Valley Green Network
Partnership. The aim of the study was to:
‘investigate the scope for the Ravenscraig Green network to
establish significant and valuable strategic linkages between
Ravenscraig and a number of key urban, recreational and
environmental sites in North and South Lanarkshire that will
open up an extensive public access network across the region.’
The key urban, recreational and environmental sites identified
included:










Strathclyde Country Park;
Dalzell Estate;
Baron’s Haugh Nature Reserve;
Greenhead Moss Local Nature Reserve;
The Motherwell Greenlink;
The Clyde Walkway;
Motherwell and Wishaw Town Centres;
Cleland Link; and
Shieldmuir railway station.

There were four key stages to the study: Desktop review,
Stakeholder Consultation, Field Survey and Outline specification.
The Desktop Review and Stakeholder Consultation
provided an initial picture of the existing and potential linkages
around Ravenscraig. 28 routes were identified (A to Z and GG).
The next stage was to undertake a comprehensive field survey
of the identified links. A standardised pro-forma and mapping
system allowed consistent analysis of each route to be
undertaken including identification of physical barriers to access,
issues relating to pedestrian safety or personal safety concerns,
opportunities for improving accessibility.
After amalgamation of individual short routes, the initially
identified 28 routes were reduced to 24 routes. These 24 routes
are shown on the map below. Route descriptions,
recommendations and outlined specifications were produced for
each of these routes. The analysis includes:





Brief overview of the purpose and function of each
linkage, including analysis of where linkages
interconnect;
Maps of the route, both contextual and detailed;
Photographic record of issues identified on each
linkage;
Table of costs for proposed improvements.

Listed below are the 24 different routes (refer to
contents page for page numbers for individual route
profiles):
Route A, 2.5km – This route leads from Ravenscraig’s West side
near Calder Park into Calder Park and connects Ravenscraig with
the Greenlink.

Route B, 1.2km – Route B, situated west of Ravenscraig connects
the Greenlink with Merry Street (Motherwell). The route follows
the Calder Water, in some parts along the residential fringe, in
others in close vicinity to the wooded floodplains.
Route C, 1.1km – Route C is part of one of the key projects of
the Ravenscraig Green Network Strategy creating a link utilising

the dismantled railway track leading from the heart of the
Ravenscraig development northwest to connect to Route S and
the Greenlink.
Route D, 1.9km – Route D leads from from Motherwell to
Strathclyde Country Park and from there the Sustrans Connect 2
Network connects to Chatelherault Country Park.
Route E, 2.3km – Route E connects the south west of Motherwell
Town Centre with Airbles Station via residential roads.
Route G, 2.2km - From the south west corner of the Ravenscraig
Development at the Civic Centre on a residential road. It then
continues through Barons Haugh Nature Reserve to the Clyde
Walkway.
Route GG, 0.5km – Route GG connects Motherwell College
from the busy A721 to Dalzell Park via Route H.
Route H, 4.2km – Route H is the second longest route
connecting the south of the Ravenscraig development with
Dalzell Park and the Clyde Walkway. From Meadowhead Road
and existing housing areas it leads via Shieldmuir Station.
Route J, 0.7km – Route I, south of the Ravenscraig development
links Meadowhead Road through Craigneuk with the railway
underpass.
Route K, 1.5km - Route K links the Calder Valley via the ancienct
woodland of Templehall Plantation with Abbotsford Road and
Route L.

Route L, 2.2km – From Calder Bridge Route L follows pedestrian
paths through the residential area east of the Calder Valley and
through the Temple Gill. It then continues through ancient
woodland to Coltness,
Route M, 1.0km – This area has been named as one of the key
projects in the Ravenscraig Green Network Strategy. Route M is
creating a link from Craigneuk railway underpass through
Wishawhill Wood towards Wishaw town centre.
Route N, 1.7km - RouteN from the Calder Bridge north of
Wishaw to Cleland.
Route P, 5.2km – Route P is the longest described route. From
the north of Wishaw near Belhaven Park Route P leads via the
Temple Gill Valley through Coltness Cambusnethan to the
Greenhead Moss Community Nature Park.
Route Q, 0.7km – Route Q connects route L within the Temple
Gill Valley past Templehall Plantation to Wishaw Town Centre.
Route R, 1.2km – Route R connects Carfin with Route C and S
along the northern boundary of the Ravenscraig development
passing Prospect Hill. Route R follows main roads in most parts.
Route S, 2.1km – Route S connects Merry Street northwest of
Prospect Hill with the Greenlink. The route runs besides a main
road before it follows rural paths north of the Colville Park golf
course.
Route T, 0.66km - Route T runs past the old Motherwell College
to the north of Dalzell Park.

Evaluation
Route U, 2.9km – Route U connects Carfin and Cleland.
Route V, 0.8km – Route V connects Route H and Route G, north
of Dalzell Park.
Route W, 2.2km – Route W is proposed within the ancient
woodland in the east of the Ravenscraig development, through
the proposed future Ravenscraig community nature park. It
would make the Ravenscraig path network accessible from
Wishaw and the east.
Route X, 3.5km – Route X creates a walkway along the green
banks of the South Calder Water skirting the east side of the
Ravenscraig Development. It connects Chapelknowe Road and
Route U with Calder Bridge.
Route Z, 2.2km – Route Z forms a loop with Route M around
Wishawhill Golf Course. From Craigneuk railway underpass it
follows the the Calder Water and Wishawhill golf course
towards Wishaw Town Centre.
Calder Bridge – Calder Bridge, an existing bridge within the
Calder Valley is the connection point of Routes L, N, P and X.

The 24 routes each provide benefits for different communities
and facilities. The routes have been classified in terms of their
relative priority based on the scoring system outlined below.
Factors influencing the relative priority for development of each
route include:


overall project costs;



value for money;



complexity;



the phasing within the Ravenscraig Development;



the greenspace quality and amenity value of a route after
development;



population catchment and density;



vicinity to the key urban, recreational and environmental
sites;



availability of public transport;



social deprivation.

For comparison of the relative priority a matrix has been
developed, which is a flexible tool to assess the relative priority
of the routes. Though ‘Population catchment and density’ was
assessed, it is not included in the matrix due to very similar
population catchment, which would have led to an equal scoring
value.

The four highest scoring routes are
highlighted in red in the matrix and are
listed below.
If cost and complexity are not considered,
the highest scoring routes are Route
V, Route G, Route H and Route S. If cost
and complexity are evaluated the highest
scoring routes are Route V, Route D,
Route G and Route B.
The study only represents the ‘feasibility’
stage. Before development, each route
will require detailed design work with
associated surveys, community
consultation and consents.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

This report sets out the findings of the Ravenscraig –
Wider Linkages project undertaken by Land Use
Consultants (LUC) on behalf of North Lanarkshire
Council, Central Scotland Forest Trust and the Glasgow
and Clyde Valley Green Network Partnership. The aim of
the study was to:

environmental and economic fabric of the surrounding
area.
1.4.

This opportunity to develop and expand the concept of
the Ravenscraig Green Network is particularly well timed.
The Scottish Government have recently expressed their
desire for the development of a ‘Central Scotland Green
Network’ through the emergent National Planning
Framework. Ravenscraig is ideally placed to both
contribute to the physical implementation of the network,
and serve as an exemplar to other regeneration projects
in this respect. This project has significant potential to act
as a ‘proof of concept,’ highlighting the potential social and
environmental benefits that can be conveyed at a regional
scale. Ravenscraig is ideally located to capitalise on a
range of high quality environmental assets and has the
potential to become an important hub within a wider
access and habitat network serving communities in North
and South Lanarkshire.

1.5.

For much of its history, the Ravenscraig site has been a
physical barrier between communities and between
people and the countryside. The development and
expansion of the Green Network is a key opportunity to
contribute to a range of objectives and for Ravenscraig to
become a conduit for people to access, use and benefit
from a range of quality greenspace resources.

‘investigate the scope for the Ravenscraig Green network to
establish significant and valuable strategic linkages between
Ravenscraig and a number of key urban, recreational and
environmental sites in North and South Lanarkshire that will
open up an extensive public access network across the region.’
1.2.

The development of the project came from
recommendations made in the Ravenscraig Green
Network Strategy.

Study Context
1.3.

The regeneration of the Ravenscraig site is one of the
largest projects of its kind in Europe. In tandem with the
‘hard’ redevelopment works, in the form of infrastructure,
housing and commercial development, the creation of a
robust, high quality Green Network – as outlined in the
Ravenscraig Green Network Strategy – will be
fundamental to the success of the project. Only by
developing sustainable links between new and existing
communities, access networks and habitat resources can
Ravenscraig be effectively integrated into the social,
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1.6.

Approach to the Study



Greenhead Moss Local Nature Reserve;

There were four key stages to the study:



The Motherwell Greenlink;



Desktop review;



The Clyde Walkway;



Stakeholder Consultation;



Motherwell and Wishaw Town Centres;



Field Survey; and



Cleland Link; and



Outline specification



Shieldmuir railway station.

Desktop Review
1.7.

1.10.

The first stage of the project was to undertake a review of
all available information relating to the existing and
planned access network in and around the Ravenscraig
site. The review included an analysis of the Ravenscraig
Green Network Strategy; North Lanarkshire Core Path
Plan; OS map data; ‘Smartways’; ‘Sustrans Connect 2’;
review of SINC’s, Ancient Woodland and Rights of Way;

1.8.

The data gathered during this analysis provided an initial
picture of the existing and potential linkages around
Ravenscraig.

1.9.

The aim of the project is to better link the Ravenscraig
site with existing ‘attractions’ around the area. These
include:


Strathclyde Country Park;



Dalzell Estate;



Baron’s Haugh Nature Reserve;

The review of existing access opportunities and
attractions allowed a stage one map of potential links to
be developed, for discussion with stakeholders.
Stakeholder Discussion

1.11.

The next stage of the project was to use the information
gathered during the desk review to hold a discussion with
stakeholders (see below). The discussion helped to
identify any missing links, barriers and potential additional
routes that could be incorporated into the plan. 28 routes
were identified (A to Z and GG).
List of Stakeholders:
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Mike Batley, Sustainable Development Officer –
Central Scotland Forest Trust (CSFT)
James Kerr, Development Consultant –
Glasgow & Clyde Valley Green Network Partnership
John Barr, Technical Officer - NLC
Brian Cairns, Access Liaison Officer - NLC








John Duffy - NLC (no longer with NLC, but formerly
Access Officer)
Stuart Irving, Senior Engineer - NLC
David McDove, Assistant Business Manager (Roads
Strategy and Safety) - NLC
Hayley Oakes, Senior Officer - Access - NLC
Jonathan Smith, Local Regeneration Manager - NLC
Les Stevenson, Business Manager (New Communities) NLC
Field Survey

1.12.

1.13.

The next stage was to undertake a comprehensive field
survey of all the potential routes identified in the desk
survey and stakeholder consultation. The field survey
helped to identify where routes defined during the desk
study were infeasible or more suitable alternatives were
available. After amalgamation of individual short routes (F,
I, O and Y), the initially identified 28 routes were reduced
to 24 routes.



The identification of physical barriers to access;



Issues relating to pedestrian safety;



Issues relating to personal safety concerns;



Opportunities for improving accessibility.

1.14.

The information was fed into the pro forma table noting
the location using a code point system, which was also
noted on the map print outs.

1.15.

The pro-forma information for each route was supported
by a comprehensive photographic record.
Outline Specifications

1.16.

The field survey was undertaken using a standardised proforma and mapping system that allowed consistent analysis
of each route to be undertaken. The survey team was
equipped with A3 print outs of the stage 1 maps covering
the length of each route and a pro forma table for filling
in. During the field survey information was gathered
including:
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The field survey provided a series of recommendations for
development that were costed to provide indicative costs
for the development of each linkage. Allowances for
general items and preliminaries (20% or 30% depending on
accessibility of the site) and 10% contingencies have been
identified in the costs.

2.

POTENTIAL LINKAGES

2.1.

This section outlines the findings of the study. 24 linkages were identified through the desk review, consultation and field survey.
These routes are shown below.

Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown Copyright 2009. All rights reserved. Licence number 100023369
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Route A, 2.5km - From Ravenscraig near Calder Park via Core Path 280, 243 into Calder Park and the Green Link
Route B, 1.2km - Core Path 242 from Merry Street, Motherwell to the Greenlink
Route C, 1.1km – Following the dismantled railway track crossing Merry Street at the former railway bridge up to the underpass
and connection to Route S
Route D, 1.9km - Core Path 279 from Motherwell to Strathclyde Country Park/ Connection to Sustrans Connect 2 Network for
Chatelherault Country Park
Route E, 2.3km - From Motherwell Town Centre past Airbles Station via Core Path 281 to the Clyde Walkway (Core Path 275)
Route G, 2.2km - From the Civic Centre via Core Path 318, 320 through Barons Haugh Nature Reserve to the Clyde Walkway
and Core Path 275
Route GG, 0.5km - From Motherwell College to Dalzell Park/ Route H
Route H, 4.2km - Ravenscraig Meadowhead Road - via Shieldmuir Station on Core Path 314 - Core Path 315 and 316 - Dalzell
Park - Clyde Walkway
Route J, 0.7km - From Ravenscraig Meadowhead Road through Craigneuk linking to Core Path 313 towards Dalzell Park and
Clyde Walkway
Route K, 1.5km - Route K links the Calder Valley via the Templehall Plantation with Abbotsford Road and Route L
Route L, 2.2km - From Calder Bridge and the Calder Valley to Coltness, Core Path 285, 291 and 290
Route M, 1.0km - From Craigneuk railway underpass through Wishawhill Wood towards Wishaw town centre
Route N, 1.7km - Route from Calder Bridge north of Wishaw to Cleland via Core Path 269
Route P, 5.2km - From Wishaw near Belhaven park to the Greenhead Moss Community Nature Park via Core Path 285, 292,
309
Route Q, 0.7km - From Route L within the Temple Gill Valley via Core Path 286 past Templehall Plantation to Wishaw Town
Centre
Route R, 1.2km - From Carfin towards the former railway bridge on Merry Street, core path 245
Route S, 2.1km - From Merry Street to the Greenlink, core path 244
Route T, 0.66km - From Airbles Road on core path 317 past old Motherwell College to the north of Dalzell Park
Route U, 2.9km - From Carfin to Cleland, in parts Core Path 268
Route V, 0.8km - Core path 319 north of Dalzell Park
Route W, 2.2km - From Ravenscraig East to Ravenscraig North, Prospect Hill
Route X, 3.5km - South Calder Water walkway, core path 270
Route Z, 2.2km - From Craigneuk railway underpass, along the Calder Water and Wishawhill golf course towards Wishaw Town
Centre, Core Path 282
Calder Bridge - Connection Point of Routes L, N, P and X
5

ROUTE PROFILES
2.2.

The following section outlines the findings of the analysis
for each potential linkage. The analysis of the 24 routes is
presented as follows:


Brief overview of the purpose and function of each
linkage, including analysis of where linkages
interconnect;



Maps of the route, both contextual and detailed;



Photographic record of issues identified on each
linkage;



Table of costs for proposed improvements.
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ROUTE A, 2.5KM
From Ravenscraig near Calder Park via Core Path 280, 243 into Calder Park and the Green Link
2.3.

Currently the Core Path 280 lies within the development
site and could therefore not be accessed. Core Path 243
follows the road parallel to Ravenscraig along the asphalt
road and footpaths through a residential area with a
medium size greenspace. Access to Route B is possible
from Core Path 243 as well. The Link then follows the
footpath along the fairly busy Coursington Road next to
the Ravenscraig site. The path takes a right turn into
Dalziel Street on the asphalt footpath past another
greenspace and then crosses Merry Street to join the
Green Link, running past the large car park of the Leisure
Centre.

2.4.

The Green Link is an existing link and extensive upgrade
works have been carried out to improve its appearance.
The Green Link connects Motherwell Town centre with
Strathclyde Country Park. It is complemented by a series
of paths to provide various access points for the local
community. At the Leisure Pool the path has two major
access points, one passing the large car park in the north
as shown in A7 and the second one in the south as shown
in A7 Option 2.
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A1

A2

A3

A4

9

A5

A6

A7

A7 Opt 2

A8 & A7
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A8

A9

A10

A11

A12

A13

A14

11

A15
Code

Description

Improvement

A1

Path starts at the gate into Ravenscraig on the
asphalt road, no footpath, no lighting, large palisade
fence on both sides of road with fly-tipping behind
fence, currently dead end road until linked into
Ravenscraig

a) install 80Lm footpath, if road was to be used for
vehicle traffic in the future

£14,800.00

b) install 4 No Lighting columns

£10,000.00

A2

Path follows along the road on the asphalt footpath
and then turns to the right into larger green space as
part of housing scheme, front gardens and large
green space mostly well maintained, area feels safe
with distinct neighbourhood character, large
greenspace has narrow asphalt path, lighting,
predominantly grass, few trees, shortage of benches,
a range of different fences, no play facilities

c) replace 80m long palisade fence on both sides of the
road with 1.2m high metal fence or natural stone walls

Costs

£8,000.00

upgrade the large greenspace into community garden
through:
a) plant more standard size trees (30 No)

£7,500.00

b) plant and maintain herbaceous borders through
community involvement (180m2)

£7,200.00

c) create wildflower meadow (700m2)

£1,050.00

d) add 5 No benches and litter bins

£7,500.00

e) add playground
£25,000.00
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f) upgrade path surfaces (100m)
g) add more paths, including path that connects better
with the footpath along road (100m)
h) remove boundary fence around greenspace
A3

Path crosses busy road with fast moving traffic,
where pedestrian crossing is missing, stretch of link
is fairly untidy with lots of litter, area misses
distinctive character, many enterprises over here

a) install pedestrian crossing

£7,500.00
£22,000.00

£500.00
£20,000.00

b) relocate link to pass through the housing area instead
of following the busy road
c) increase maintenance

A4

Path is proposed to follow the footpath along the
road but should much rather pass through medium
size greenspace, that urgently needs improvement, it
consists predominantly of grass, has few trees in the
area to the west and a number of trees have died
back in area to the east, only one item of dated
street furniture

upgrade greenspace:
a) upgrade 120m path surfaces within space
b) add new paths (50m)
c) define edge of space with tree line, plant 15 No
standard size trees

£26,400.00
£11,000.00
£3,750.00

A very busy, noisy road joins in from the south
A5

Path follows asphalt footpath along road, past large
car park, urban edge not defined, missing distinctive
character

a) install street art along edge of car park
b) plant 10 Nr. standard trees along edge of car park

A6

Link crosses very busy road but pedestrian crossing
is missing

a) install controlled pedestrian crossing

A7

Link follows along Roman Road: wide asphalt road,
quiet, dead end, section to the east accessed mainly
by residents, no access to the large car park next to
Leisure centre, a stretch of 50m has ca. 1m high well

a) extend hedge line around large grass area (120m)
b) plant 20 Nr. Standard size trees and 30 No Whips to
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£10,000.00
£2,500.00
£20,000.00

£1,800.00

maintained beech hedge, a large grass area lies
opposite the car park to the north

create small woodland

£5,075.00

c) explore opportunities of reference to ancient history
of Roam Road
d) remove footpath to the south of the road (120m)
e) reconnect the two sections of the Roman Road
where it has been divided by the Green Link but pave
this area with large granite setts to highlight ancient
history and create a small civic space (100m2)

£2,400.00
£20,000.00

A7
Opt 2

Pedestrian and cycle link leading north from the car
park at Leisure Centre to the Green Link, good
condition, steel barriers aim to enforce dismounting
from bike before entering car park

a) remove inappropriate steel barriers and install sign
instead

A8

Green Link, newly upgraded path though green
space in residential area, feels save and well
maintained

No improvements needed

A9

Green Link, newly upgraded path though green
space in residential area, feels save and well
maintained

No improvements needed

A10

Green Link through open green area, consisting
mainly of grass

a) improve grass cover with additional topsoil and
seeding (1500m2)

£3,750.00

b) plant small group of 10No standard trees

£2,500.00

£1,000.00

c) explore opportunities for use in relation to proposed
school building or other uses
A11

Green Link crosses residential road, steel barriers

a) remove steel barriers and install sign instead
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£1,000.00

aim to enforce dismounting from bike
A12

Green Link in good condition, lighting already
installed, some desire lines down the slope to lead
into residential area to the east

a) add steps in that location to encourage use by locals
and discourage quad bikes

A13

Green Link in good condition, lighting already
installed

No improvements needed

A14

Green Link in good condition, lighting already
installed

a) thinning of 10m wide margin of scrub woodland to
both sides of the path (200m)

A15

Connection to Green Link that leads further north

No improvements needed

£1,000.00

£20,000.00

£263,225.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£52,645.00
£315,870.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£31,587.00

TOTAL ROUTE A, 2.5km

£347,457.00
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ROUTE B, 1.2KM
Core Path 242 from Merry Street, Motherwell to the Greenlink
2.5.

Route B follows the South Calder Walkway and then
continues on Route A. It starts at Merry Street and runs
mostly off road on field and woodland paths. Short
sections follow quiet residential routes. These are also the
only sections lit by street lighting. The route is well
signposted by continuously placed wooden fingerpost
signs.

2.6.

The green character of this link is disturbed by the use of
unsuitable, high metal fencing in various sections. Where
the fence is used for edge protection, the necessity of
such should be assessed. In areas where the fence has
been erected to prevent fly tipping the local community
should be consulted. The removal of most of these metal
fences would improve the character of the route. Various
areas suffer from flytipping and vandalism.
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B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

18

B6

B7

B8

B9

B10

B11

19

B12

B13

20

Code

Description

Improvement

Costs

B1

Fingerpost marks the beginning of the route.

a) install 2 No bollards to avoid vehicular access

£1,500.00

B2

The wide, generous gravel path follows the edge of
the Calder gorge. The edge is fenced off by a high
metal fence which looks uninviting.

a) muddy section, reinstate, 5m2

£250.00

b)remove existing metal fence, 100m

£750.00

c) install wooden fence, 1.2m high, 100m

£7,500.00

B3

Route continues on tarmac footpath, ramped steps.
a) remove debris
Construction waste/concrete was found, most
definitely from current construction works at private
property directly adjacent of path

£250.00

B4

A residential road with footpath provision on one
side only. Pedestrians walk on the road

a) construct 1.5m wide footpath on top of road, 300m

£55,500.00

b) repaint existing fence green, 300m

£6,750.00

B5

The route follows the quiet access road to the Old
a) remove fence, 80m
Mill Hotel. Towards the woodland a high metal fence
follows the road, presumably to avoid fly tipping,
however the fence makes the path look uninviting.

B6

From the hotel car park the path continues. Signpost
in place.

B7

Fly tipping is found along the route and the adjacent
slope.

a) remove debris

£500.00

B8

Route continues on woodland type track. Edge
protection by rusty, uninviting fence. Assess
necessity of edge protection.

a) remove fence, 150m

£1,125.00
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£600.00

B9

After a section past a field the route continues uphill
into the residential estate via a set of steps. Various
signs of vandalism and fly tipping

B10

The route continues on paths adjacent to private
plots…

B11

…and then on a gravel path through woodland.

B12

Flytipping is found along the route through the
woodland.

B13

Connection onto Route A, The Greenlink and Route
S

a) remove fly tipping

£500.00

b) reinstate path surface, 5m2

£250.00

c) reinstate palisades

£1,250.00

d) clean sign post

£50.00

a) remove fly tipping

£1,000.00

£77,775.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 30%

£23,332.50

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£10,110.75

TOTAL ROUTE B, 1.2km

£111,218.25
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ROUTE C, 1.1KM
Following the dismantled railway track crossing Merry Street at the former railway bridge up to the
underpass and connection to Route S
2.7.

Route C starts at the former railway bridge on Merry
Street and ties into the Ravenscraig path network. It is
one of the key projects described in the Ravenscraig
Green Network Strategy. A new bridge could be
developed as a landmark feature, which would create a
direct link without going down to Merry Street. Either
side of Merry Street the route is proposed on top of the
embankment of the dismantled railway line. The route
leads north along the top of the embankment until it joins
route S at the underpass.

2.8.

The route is surrounded by Colville Park Golf Course.
Cleekhimin residential development within Ravenscraig is
currently under development to the south of Prospect
Hill, in vicinity of this route.

2.9.

Route C would be entirely off road with great views over
the golf course and the South Calder Water. Mature
shrubs and trees accompany the route all the way.

2.10.

Problems that would have to be tackled are the access
from the lower road level at Merry Street to the higher
level of Route C on top of embankment. The connection
at the underpass from Route S has been described under
the route description for Route S.

24
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C1

C2

C3

26

Code

Description

Improvement

C1

£100,000.00
Foundations of dismantled railway bridge on both
a) install landmark feature pedestrian bridge spanning
sides of the road to be utilised for new bridge.
20m including feature lighting
existing pedestrian crossing located at road crossing
b) Install 1.5m wide asphalt ramp from road level, north £22,000.00
east of the road, up to the top of the embankment to
connect to Merry Street , 40m long

c) install 1Nr. wooden fingerpost
C2

C3

New path along the top of the embankment of
dismantled railway line with views to Colville Park
Golf Course.
New path reaches the underpass, connection point
with route S

Costs

£750.00

a) install 1.5m wide gravel path on top of the existing
type1 base between existing tracks, 1200m long

£141,000.00

b) clearing of woodland 2m wide, 1200m long

£36,000.00

a) install 1Nr. wooden fingerpost

£750.00

£300,500.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£60,100.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£36,060.00

TOTAL ROUTE C, 1.1km

£396,660.00
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ROUTE D, 1.9KM
Core Path 279 from Motherwell to Strathclyde Country Park/ Sustrans Connect 2 Network for Chatelherault
Country Park
2.11.

This route leads from the pedestrian bridge over the
railway tracks from Motherwell to Strathclyde Country
Park. Via the path network around Strathclyde Country
Park and the Sustrans Connect 2 ‘Hamilton, Larkhall and
Stonehouse Links’ a clearly signposted route to
Chatelherault Country Park can be accessed.

2.12.

This route leads from the pedestrian bridge over the rail.
The bridge links Muir Street and Ladywell Road and is well
visible from the trains and surrounding street. Paint and
lighting could transform it from its current dated state
without great effort into an interesting focal point.

2.13. Route D follows Ladywell Road going south west downhill
for 1.1km through quiet residential areas. It crosses
several major roads. Footpaths and street lighting are
provided. No provisions are made for cyclists. Limiting
parking to one side of the road would allow the
installation of a cycle route along the whole length of
Ladywell Road.
2.14.

At the bottom of Ladywell Road the route takes a right
into the housing area. This needs to be clearly signposted,
since a more obvious route would be to continue straight
ahead. If continuing straight ahead one finds himself on the
access road to Strathclyde Park without footpath or cycle
path provision. Therefore the safer route is via the
housing area via woodland paths to the Country Park.
28
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D1

D4

D7

D2

D3

D5

D6

D8

D9

30

D10

D12

D15

D11

D13

D14

D16

31

D17

D18

D19

32

Code

Description

Improvements

Costs

D1

The route starts at a pedestrian bridge (spanning 60m)
over the railway tracks.

a) paint bridge and wooden boards, 120m

£3,490.00

b) install lighting to bridge
£7,000.00

D2

The steps up to the bridge do not have a handrail nor a
bicycle channel

a) install 2 No handrails either side of the steps

£2,000.00

b) install bicycle channel

£500.00

D3

The route continues on Ladywell Road, at first a minor
road.

a) install 1 No fingerpost signs

£500.00

D4 –
D9

The route follows Ladywell Road. Pedestrian pavements
are provided. If parking was restricted to one side, a
cycle route can be installed.

a) double yellow line, 1000m

£5,000.00

b) two lane cycle way, 1000m

£10,000.00

D10

The route turns right into the housing area.

a) install 2 No fingerpost signs

£1,000.00

D11

The route turns left within the housing area.

a) install 1 No fingerpost sign

£500.00

D12

The route continues on a footpath, which also provides
access to private plots.

a) install 1 No fingerpost sign

£500.00

D13

Graffiti on the wall of the private house facing the path
could be screened and planting would hinder future
access for vandalism

a) plant 5 trees in a grouped arrangement to screen
façade

£1,250.00

b) plant 30m2 shrubs, 4/m2

£465.00

A path crossing requires signage and reinstatement

a) install 1 No fingerpost sign

£500.00

b) reinstate path at crossing 5m2

£250.00

D14

33

D16

The path was reinstated with unsuitable material. For
future repairs suitable/matching material should be used.

D17

Several paths cross near the access road to the Country
Park including a grass crete path, which is misleading.
Appropriate usage of the grass crete path should be
monitored and otherwise access restricted.

D18

Existing fingerpost sign

D19

Path to Strathclyde Loch. Connection to the existing
path network of Strathclyde Country Park. Connection
to the Sustrans Connect 2 network (‘Hamilton, Larkhall
and Stonehouse Links’ via a bridge across the Clyde
south of the Sailing Club.

a) reseed and reinstate grass crete path, 15m

£450.00

b) widen path and upgrade to gravel path to match
surrounding paths in appearance, 20m

£2,100.00

a) install 1 No additional finger ‘Motherwell Town
Centre’

£250.00

£35,755.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£7,151.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 5%

£4,290.60

TOTAL ROUTE D, 1.9km

£47,196.60

34
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ROUTE E, 2.3KM
From Motherwell Town Centre past Airbles Station via Core Path 281 to the Clyde Walkway (Core Path 275)
2.15.

Route E commences south west of the town centre at
Ladywell Street (Route D). The route follows Orchard
Street, a quiet residential street, crosses the busy A723
and continues on Avon Street within a quiet residential
area.

2.16.

Both Orchard Street and Avon Street provide footpaths
on either side of the road and have secure street lighting.
There is no provision for a cycle path. This could be
achieved by restricting parking to one side of the road,
which would allow for a two way cycle lane on one side of
the road.

2.17.

There is no signalled crossing where the route crosses
Hamilton Road (A723). Following Hamilton Road north
on route F Motherwell Town Centre is only a short
distance away.

2.18.

Along Avon Street Route E passes the Duchess of
Hamilton Park, which offers attractive views for
pedestrians, while cyclists continue on the road. Once the
busy Airbles Road is crossed (no signalled crossing) the
route passes Airbles Station and continues west of the
railway tracks.

2.19.

Core Path 281 leads from a small car park next to a pub
on Airbles Road along the railway line through a
residential area and over a pedestrian railway bridge down
towards the Clyde Walkway (Core Path 275).

2.20.

Neither entrance to the path at Airbles Road via the car
park, nor its route through the residential area and

connection to the Clyde Walkway are clear or sufficiently
signposted. Litter and fly- tipping was found within the car
aprk. Proximity to the River Clyde is not obvious.

36

2.21.

The dirt path is very narrow in the north. It runs between
the railway line to the east and back gardens with high
fences and walls. The route then follows the asphalt
footpath in the residential area. It crosses the railway line
via steps to the pedestrian bridge with patchy surfacing.
The bridge surroundings are littered and feel unsafe. After
the bridge a short section of new block-paving follows and
then changes into red gravel rolled bitumen. The last
section winds its way down the steep slopes of the
floodplain next to the high railway bridge towards the
Clyde walkway. Access to the path from the north is
gained via a stile over timber fence, even though one
could just walk around the fence itself. It could easily be
missed. From the Clyde Walkway Route E is almost not
noticeable.

2.22.

At the bottom of the edge of the floodplain the red gravel
rolled bitumen path follows the line of the Clyde Walkway
along the Clyde as Core Path 275 into Barons Haugh.
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E1

E2

E4

E6

E3

E5

E7

E8

38

E9

E11

E10

E12

E14

39

E13

E15

E16

40

E17

Code

Description

E1

Connection with route D on Ladywell Street,
Route along Orchard Street, pedestrian pavements
are provided. A cycle route could be provided if
parking was restricted to one side only

Improvement

Costs

a) double yellow line, 350m

£1,750.00

b) cycle route, two way, 350m

£3,500.00

E2

Towards Hamilton Road more cars are parked,
which might be due to proximity of town centre,
rather than residents’ parking requirements.

E3

Where the route crosses Hamilton Road there is no
provision of a signalled crossing.

a) install signalled crossing

£20,000.00

E4

Route continues on Avon Street. Footpath provided
on both sides of road through residential area. many
cyclists, no cycle lane

a) Two way cycle lane on west side of the road, 750m

£7,500.00

b) double yellow line, 750m

£3,750.00

A path links from Avon Street over the railway to
Watsonville and ASDA. The Watsonville side of
railway bridge is uninviting and people are
shortcutting through backyard

a) Demolish wall 25m

£1,250.00

b) Plant row of trees (6No) with low evergreen hedge
(25m) in its place to screen garages and backyard and
provide green character

£2,500.00

The link to Watsonville is not clearly marked from
Avon Street and easy to miss

a) Service box at bottom of path- dismantle if unused

£500.00

E5

E6

crossing point for cyclists/ pedestrians

b) Contrasting thermoplastic paint across road
c) warning sign ‘pedestrians crossing’

41

£500.00
£500.00

E7

E8

On Avon Street the metal boundary fence to
Duchess of Hamilton Park is uninviting

Pedestrians could use the footpath in Duchess of
Hamilton Park rather than walk near the road.
Tarmac path in place for connection onto the road,
however, fence blocks access.

a) Paint fence green, 300m

£8,100.00

b) Plant climbers along inner side of fence: 5plants /m,
300m

£3,750.00

c) Plant shrubs along eastern boundary: 400 plants in
total

£1,400.00

a) Open up fence and install gate

£1,000.00

b) Clean tarmac surface of moss/grass 10sqm

E9

Busy Airbles Road, four lanes, difficult to cross
despite central island in place

a) Installation of signalled crossing

£20,000.00

E10

Access to path on other side of road via car park,
not clearly identified

a) Add interpretation signage and way markers

TBC

b) Add lighting within car park

TBC

c) remove fly-tipping within car park

£1,000.00

a) Widen narrow path to 1.2m and install water bound
path surface (170m)

£15,640.00

b) upgrade boundary treatment, plant hedge along
sections of the boundary (100m),

£2,100.00

E11

E12

Narrow path/ desire line along railway line

Footpaths through residential area

c)render walls, including school workshops (70m)

£9,450.00

d) install 2 No benches

£1,500.00

No improvements needed

42

E13

Pedestrian bridge over railway, remote, dark

a) add lighting on top of bridge

£5,000.00

E14

Path partly block paved, then red gravel, then dirt
track, along timber board fence, planting damaged

a) improve gravel path surface (30m) and add footpath
link through planting area into residential area (5m)

£4,200.00

E15

Steep path down the edge of the floodplain towards
Clyde Walkway, give alternative footpath along red
gravel rolled bitumen path to avoid steep path down
the edge of the floodplain

b) reinstate planting, including planting of new hedge
(150m2)

£3,150.00

c) chop dumped leylandii into sizeable pieces and
dispose off within the woodland (10m3)

£500.00

a) add way-markers

£1,500.00

b) relocate proposed link to existing path and apply grey
gravel rolled bitumen treatment to the path (100m)

£22,000.00

E16

Dirt path within the floodplain, drainage problems
make it muddy in some locations.

a) dig trench along path where required (100m)

£3,500.00

E17

Red gravel rolled bitumen path is slightly
deteriorated

a) remove red gravel rolled bitumen path surface and
install water bound path instead (500m)

£70,000.00

£215,540.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£43,108.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£25,864.80

TOTAL ROUTE E, 2.3km

£284,512.80
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ROUTE G, 2.2KM
From the Civic Centre via Core Path 318, 320 through Barons Haugh Nature Reserve to the Clyde Walkway
and Core Path 275
2.23.

The link starts with Core Path 318 at Glasgow Road A721
near the Civic Centre and leads south into Core Path 320
towards the River Clyde. Core Path 318 follows the
footpath along the road and leads through a quiet
residential area to the entrance of Barons Haugh and
Dalzell Park. The area feels safe and street lighting
improves sight at night. The entrance to Barons Haugh
and Dalzell Park is marked by large signs. The path
continues as Core Path 320 accessing the west of Barons
Haugh until it links into the Clyde Walkway. The first
section of the path follows the asphalt access road into
the park and is shared by pedestrians. The path leaves the
road and turns to the right into the forest on woodlandtype dirt track. Surface water run-off has been noticed in
some areas which deteriorates the path surface and makes
it muddy. The track is shared by walkers, cyclists and
horse riders.

2.24.

Even though there is no lighting the path feels safe as the
surrounding woodland is well maintained and no signs of
litter or vandalism are evident. A horse-rack is located
along the route. Way markers are located throughout the
park.

2.25.

The path later runs along the river edge to the south and
pasture to the north. Some short sections are muddy.

44
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G1

G2

G3

G5

G4

G6
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Code

Description

G1

Path through quiet residential area

G2

Well designed entrance to Dalzell Park with large
sandstone pillars and metal gate

G3

Well signed entrance to Barons Haugh and Dalzell
Park

G4

Asphalt road, shared surface

G5

Dirt track, forest-type road, very muddy in the
beginning, no vehicle access for unauthorised, not
very obvious where it leads to

G6

Dirt track with muddy sections caused by access to
the field with heavy machinery

Improvement

Costs

a) relocate existing dog litter bin to less exposed
location

£250.00

a) add 1 No wooden fingerpost

£500.00

b) dig trench along road to improve path surface
drainage of 150m long track

£1,500.00

c) improve 150m gravel path surface

£21,000.00

a) improve 50m gravel path surface

£7,000.00

£30,250.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 30%

£9,075.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£3,932.50

TOTAL ROUTE G, 2.2km

£43,257.50
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ROUTE GG, 0.5KM
From Motherwell College to Dalzell Park/ Route H
2.26.

Route GG follows an asphalt footpath on either side of
the busy Glasgow Road A721 leaving Craigneuk
Roundabout and the Ravenscraig Path Network behind.
After the railway bridge the route continues on the
footpath on Jack Street, a quiet residential road. A
greenspace in the west with mature trees is used for
dogwalking and screens noise from the A721. A small car

park west of the railway bridge seems to be underused
and could be promoted for parking to access the route.
The route then crosses busy four lane Shields Road at a
recently installed pedestrian crossing. Following Shields
Road south on a wide footpath off the road, Route GG
joins Route H near the north entrance of Dalzell Park.

48
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GG1

GG2

GG4

GG3

GG5

GG6

GG7

50

Code

Description

Improvement

GG1

Route follows narrow asphalt footpath along A721.
Narrow asphalt footpath is soiled.

a) Introduce regular maintenance regime, i.e. road
sweeping

GG2

No pedestrian crossing near Craigneuk Roundabout.

a) Reduce speed limit and introduce 1 No Pedestrian
crossings

No street lighting in underpass

Costs
£1,000.00

£20,000.00
£10,000.00

b) Install Lighting in underpass
GG3

Access to Jack Street is restricted to Cars with
concrete bollards.

GG4

After the underpass the route continues on Jack
Street. Cyclists can use the quiet road.

a) Install fingerpost sign

£750.00

d) Install litter bin

£750.00

GG5

Existing pedestrian crossing

a) install fingerpost sign

£750.00

GG6

The route continues parallel to Shields Road. A
footpath off the road on the west side is wide
enough to cater for pedestrians and cyclists.

a) install signage shared cycle pedestrian path

£750.00

GG7

Connection point with route H.

Existing pedestrian crossing
£34,000.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£6,800.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£4,080.00

TOTAL ROUTE GG, 0.5km

£44,880.00
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ROUTE H, 4.2KM
Ravenscraig Meadowhead Road - via Shieldmuir Station on Core Path 314 - Core Path 315 and 316 - Dalzell
Park - Clyde Walkway
2.27.

The link currently starts at Meadowhead Road south of
the Ravenscraig development boundary. Vehicular access
into the site is fenced off with a metal gate. However, this
appears to be a major site access during construction and
future access road into Ravenscraig. The proposed link
then wiggles its way through a housing area before
crossing Shieldmuir Street. This section is a dead end road
which is blocked off with concrete bollards for vehicular
traffic from Shieldmuir Street. The route is not obvious
and requires either clear signage or otherwise an
alternative route that adopts a straight line up to
Shieldmuir Street and follows along that road for a short
distance.

2.28.

The section between Shieldmuir Street and Shieldmuir
Station follows the asphalt footpath and is well lit by street
lighting. The roads and footpaths in this area are generally
very wide and would allow for avenue tree planting
improving the overall appearance. Traffic calming to 20
mph is in place.

2.29.

Shieldmuir Station and its surrounding area do not offer
pleasant views and litter is found on the ground and in
bushes. An unpleasant bridge takes pedestrians over the
railway tracks and descends in a spiral south of the station.
From there on the path leads through new development
area, which is partly still under construction. Paths within
the new development area are well lit by street lighting.

2.30.

52

The route continues westwards past a football pitch into a
dense woodland gorge. This area seems to have
undergone recent improvement works including path
resurfacing and woodland maintenance. After crossing the
B754 and past Flemington Towers the path continues
within Dalzell Park. The woodland path network within
Dalzell Park is well maintained and popular for leisure and
dog walking as well as horse riding. Within the park
designated routes exist, however more overview maps
are required to allow orientation. The route follows a
stream running south towards the course of the Clyde.
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H1

H2

H3
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H4

H5

H7

H6

H8

H9

H10

55

H11

H13

H12

H14

H15

H16

56

H17

H18

H19

H20

H21

57

Code

Description

H1

vehicle access/ site access into Ravenscraig, fenced
a) resolve traffic flow issue at Ravenscraig entrance
off with a metal gate, access from Meadowhead Road
b) create pedestrian link
from the west, access blocked into Meadowhead
Road east
c) relocate proposed link to follow a straight line up to
Shieldmuir Street
asphalt footpath along wide road through the
housing estate, wiggles its way through the housing
e) narrow down road and introduce tree avenue planting
area to avoid Shields Road, no direct way
(150m, 30 Nr. standard trees)
connection to Shield Road, dead end, blocked off
with concrete bollards, link crosses Shield Road
(B745)

H2

H3

Path follows the asphalt footpath of a wide road

Railway bridge at Shieldmuir station, litter and
adjacent construction sites make the path rather
unpleasant and make it feel unsafe

Improvement

Costs
NCA
NCA
NCA

£15,000.00

a) narrow down road and introduce tree avenue planting
(200m, 40 standard trees)

£20,000.00

b) introduce 1.5m wide shrub planting along footpaths
(200m)

£12,000.00

a) Clean

£1,000.00

b) Provide bins along the route (5No)

£3,750.00

c) Coloured floodlighting of the bridge spiral

£7,500.00

H4

Planting along the path is very sparse and not green.
Possibly part of the development works

a) Monitor to ensure green setting

H5

The paths at the pedestrian crossing currently do
not line up. Therefore pedestrians cross over at the
grassed area

a) Realign crossing and provide hard surfacing within the
crossing area 10sqm

58

NCA

£20,000.00

H6

H7

The grassed areas are rough and have not been
cultivated or neatly raked

a) Even and reseed these areas, 250m

£5,000.00

b) Provide bins along the route (2No)

£1,500.00

c) Provide dog litter bins along the route (2No)

£1,500.00

Desire lines have formed to connect the park with
the Shieldmuir Station link.

a) Tarmac footpath to enclose triangular greenspace,
80m

Important node point between new and old
residential area

Creation of small seating area near the mature trees:
b) 2 benches, 1 bin

£16,000.00

£2,250.00

c) Hard surfacing 5sqm

£500.00

H8

green verge to boundary fence is messy and not
suited to the location

a) Reseed with grass, 80m

£800.00

H9

The floodwater area is a deep, uninviting swale and is Plant ecologically valuable
fenced off. It offers little greenspace value.
a) plants 300No and
The ecological potential of this area has not been
b) trees 40No
used.

£450.00

H10

The perimeter path around the playing field has been
cut off by the development boundary fence, desire
lines have formed

a) Reinstate stone to dust path to its original extent and
location, 200m

H11

Green verges to paths look to be in the progress of
reinstatement

a) Reinstate, seed and plant verges with low groundcover
or grass 250sqm

H12

Paths have not been maintained and not been used

a) Clean surfaces of moss and grass, reinstate where
required, 30sqm

H13

There are no seating facilities within the park. Using

a) Install 3 No benches near Shields road crossing

59

£6,000.00
£24,000.00

£625.00

£75.00

£2,250.00

the same red benches as south of Shields Road
would create a visual link

b) Install 3 No. bins along the route

H14

Designated crossing point at Shields Road, Busy two
lane road, difficult to cross

a) Install pedestrian crossing or apply contrasting colour
thermoplastic paint

H15

Recently upgraded greenspace with new benches,
railing and planting

NCA

H16

Entrance to Dalzell Park: paths within Dalzell Park
are well maintained

NCA

H17

Path system within Dalzell Park is well maintained
and only minor, localized path surface repairs. Paths
are used for walking, cycling and horse riding

a) 3sqm in 4 areas

H18

Waymarking system with posts and coloured bands

a) Additional maps showing the routes required for
orientation, 3 No

H19

Steps down to path along water course

H20

Paths along water course

H21

Clyde

£2,250.00

£20,000.00

£600.00

£4,500.00

NCA

a) Erosion in one location, reinstate path and plant
shrubs 5 sqm

£375.00

£167,925.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£33,585.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£20,151.00

TOTAL ROUTE H, 4.2km

£221,661.00

60

61

ROUTE J, 0.7KM
From Ravenscraig Meadowhead Road through Craigneuk to the railway underpass
2.31.

The link commences at Meadowhead Road. Street lighting
is located in all sections of the link and traffic calming to
20 mph is in place. Access into the Ravenscraig area is
fenced off with a high metal palisade fence. From here the
route follows the asphalt footpath along a wide road
through an old housing estate. The area lacks
differentiation and interest and feels unsafe despite CCTV
surveillance.

2.32.

Leading up to Shieldmuir Street the course of the route is
not obvious and requires signage. There is no pedestrian
crossing at Shieldmuir Street. From here the route follows
the asphalt footpath along Excelsior Street up to
Shieldmuir Junction. The area would benefit from avenue
tree planting.

2.33.

The section between Shieldmuir Street and the underpass
at Shieldmuir Junction along Excelsior Street is
problematic. The route leaves the Jewsons Manufacturers
behind and then passes by a very isolated housing estate.

2.34.

The underpass is very dark and isolated with fly-tipping in
various areas and almost no visual connection towards the
other side of the underpass. To facilitate the crossing at
this location, extensive resources would be required.
Improvements could include streetscape improvements,
art- and lighting schemes within the underpass or even a
new pedestrian bridge or improvements within the
housing estate.
62

2.35.

We would recommend filling in the existing underpass for
the time being. This will allow future development in line
with development in the Ravenscraig area and solves
current issues.

2.36.

Items J1 and J2 will need to be reviewed if feasible without
a link through the underpass.
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J1

J2

J3

64

Code

Description

Improvement

J1

Path follows asphalt footpath through a run down
housing estate, area lacks differentiation

a) introduce avenue tree planting (300m, 60 No
standard trees)
b) review if link through internal green is possible

J2

J3

Path follows asphalt footpath, access from Shieldmuir a) add signage to mark link from Shieldmuir Street
Street, pedestrian crossing is missing
b) install pedestrian crossing
Path follows the asphalt footpath along Excelsior
Street, very uninviting and feels unsafe.

a) fill in the underpass including measurements to avoid
damage to structure

Costs
£15,000.00
NCA
£750.00
£20,000.00
£7,200.00

Underpass at Shieldmuir Street hardly used
£42,950.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£8,590.00
£51,540.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£5,154.00

TOTAL ROUTE I, 0.7km

£56,694.00
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ROUTE K, 1.5KM
Route K links the Calder Valley via the Templehall Plantation with Abbotsford Road and Route L
2.37.

Currently the route starts in the south of Bellhaven Park.
The path then leads through the park, which features a
large percentage of grass areas and a comparatively small
number of trees to the east of the park. The park is
otherwise in good condition with an intact stone
boundary wall and newly developed red gravel paths but
lacks any particular interest.

2.38.

The path then leaves the park in the north and enters
Templehall Plantation. A connection from Templehall
Plantation west to the Calder Valley is possible, but would
need to be newly constructed within the existing
woodland (K1 Option 2) .

2.39.

The route continues eastwards through Tempelhall
Plantation with its existing network of paths connecting
into the neighbouring residential areas. The link then
crosses Dryburgh Road. There is no pedestrian crossing
despite traffic approaching fairly fast. The link to the path
to the east of the road is not very clear. This is also due
to the path consisting of a series of dirt tracks and desire
lines. The tracks wind their way through the mature Pine
Woodland and later as one track past a playing field until
it leaves Templehall Plantation at St. Aidans High School.
Templehall Plantation has woodland character with a
dense tree cover of predominantly beech trees in the area
west of Dryburgh Road and mature Pine Woodland to the
east. It is very pleasant and little improvements to the
existing tree cover would be required. A number of new

paths have been constructed and do not require any
improvement; however their red colour does not blend
well with the woodland. New paths through the Pine
Woodland would need to be constructed. The route of
the proposed link is not always clear and would require
signage.

66

2.40.

From St Aidans School the route takes a right turn onto
the asphalt road leading south and then follows Waverley
Drive through a residential area. From there the route
runs alongside a 300m long wall to the edge of dense
woodland up to Abbotsford Road. Here Route K
connects into Route L.

2.41.

Proposed below is a new link between Templehall
Plantation and the Calder Valley/ Route P. The path
network within Templehall Plantation currently stops
short at Bellhaven Park and does not continue west to link
to the Calder Valley.

2.42.

Currently Glen Road and the Calder Valley can be
reached via Bellhaven Park and Glenpark Street. This link
however is not obvious and requires signage, until the
proposed direct link from Tempelhall Plantation has been
constructed.
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K1

K2

K3

K4

K6

K5
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K7

K9

K8

K10

K13

K11

K14

69

K12

K15

Code

Description

Improvements

K1

Start of Route at Bellhaven Park, path is new
red gravel path, not enough large trees in this
park of the park

a) plant 50No standard trees in groups

£12,500.00

K1
Opt 2

Start of Route K within Templehall plantation
from Route P as a shared cycle/ pedestrian
path. No existing path provision

a) clearing of woodland

£32,000.00

K2

Gravel path enters Templehall Plantation
through gap in the stone wall, path and wall in
good condition

K3

Path reaches to junction of pedestrian paths
where a right turn towards east needs to be
taken

a) install 1 No wooden fingerpost with directions

K4

Path passes hollow that is very untidy and
covered with litter and fly-tipping

a) remove 10m3 of fly-tipping and litter-pick the area (250m2)

K5

Existing red gravel paths, vegetation in good
a) construct 50m gravel path
condition, planting of whips already carried out,
short section of path as direct connection to
path on the other side of the road is missing

K6

Link crosses Dryburgh Road, pedestrian
crossing is missing

K7

Link enters the Woodland to the east of
Dryburgh Road, no existing paths, only dirt

b) construct new 3m wide path uphill in serpents, path length
400m

Costs

£180,000.00

NCA

a) install uncontrolled pedestrian crossing

£750.00

£1,625.00

£6,750.00

£10,000.00

b) install 2 No directional signage on both sides of the road to
guide people into the path network

£1,500.00

a) assess best route for new path and construct gravel path
(120m) with raised sections (50m) where required to improve

£25,500.00
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tracks, some areas within the woodland are
wet and force tracks around them, this creates
ever new tracks
K8

K9

drainage

Link leaves the woodland and follows the edge a) construct 150m gravel path along the existing desire line
of the informal playing field, no existing path,
only very faint desire line instead, link crosses a b) add interpretative signage with directions at Kenilworth
Ave to lead people into the path network
short section of wooded margin around the
informal playing field and finally leaves
Templehall Plantation
Link follows the asphalt road for a few metres
and leaves the school grounds of St Aidans
High School before it takes a left turn into
Waverley Drive.

a) provide 1 No fingerpost sign at junction of Waverley Drive

£20,250.00
£1,000.00

NCA

Connection point to Route Q
K10

Waverley Drive is a busy residential road and
the route follows the tarmac footpath.

K11

From Waverley Drive via Ryde Road the route
continues on a tarmac footpath.

K12

Path is enclosed by a 1.6m high wall to the
west and back garden fences to the east for
300m, Metal gates are not required

NCA

a) provide 1 No fingerpost sign at junction of Waverley Drive
b) install 2 No bollards to restrict vehicular access

Metal fence looks uninviting. Litter behind
fence

£750.00

a) install low level lighting along wall, 300m

£6,000.00

b) reinstate wall in three locations, 2m2

£1,000.00

a) remove 2 No gates
K13

£1,500.00

INCLUDED

a) remove metal fence, 80

£600.00

b)clear shrubs within 2m to the side of the path to provide

£800.00
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clear views
c) plant low level ground cover plants, 160m2, 4 plants/m2
d) remove fly tipping and litter
K14

Route opens onto Abbotsford Road

a) install 2 No bollards to restrict vehicular access

K15

No provision of pedestrian crossing on busy
Abbotsford Road.

a) Provide pedestrian crossing
b) provide 1 No fingerpost sign

£2,240.00
£500.00
£1,500.00
£20,000.00
£750.00
£327,515.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£65,503.00
£393,018.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£39,301.80

TOTAL ROUTE K, 1.5km

£432,319.80
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ROUTE L, 2.2KM
From Calder Bridge and the Calder Valley to Coltness, Core Path 285, 291 and 290
2.43.

A new path from the Calder Bridge through green fields
to Melrose Crescent will form the beginning of Route L.
This would connect Route L to Calder Bridge and
therefore to several other routes (Route P, N, X).

2.44.

For a short distance the proposed link follows the asphalt
footpaths within the quiet residential area of Melrose
Crescent immediately north of Temple Gill. A small dated
playground is situated on the grass verges and surrounded
by a low fence. The path crosses North Dryburgh Road
and follows the wooded valley north of Temple Gill at the
top of the embankment. This section of the path is much
more interesting again with a more natural appearance.
The woodland features an interesting mix of Scots Pine
and deciduous trees.

valley following core path 285. However, this area was
fenced off and could not be assessed. A link continuing
within the green corridor of the valley, however, is
desirable.

2.45. Route L crosses Route Q near the new St. Aidans High
School. This area is dominated by metal palisade fences.
The route then diverts from the green corridor of
Temple Gill to run along the footpath on Rowan Street
and Coltness Road.
2.46.

East of Coltness Road the route continues passing a new
housing development and follows the newly upgraded
whindust footpaths north within the green corridor to
join Route P.

2.47. From the crossing of Routes L and Q the preferred Route
would continue between the two schools and Temple Gill

74

2.48.

Street Lighting is provided along sections along pavements.
The woodland paths are not lit, however, feel safe due to
sufficient clearance of shrubs, no signs of vandalism and
the new path construction.

2.49.

This route has great potential for recreational use as it
mainly runs through woodland, green corridors or quiet
residential areas.

2.50.

A main opportunity is to establish a path between Calder
Bridge and Melrose Crescent to allow connection to the
node point of Calder Bridge. Future potential lies in the
continuation of the route within the green corridor in the
east.
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L1

L4

L2

L3

L5

L6

L7
76

L8

L10

L9

L11

L12

77

L13

L14

L15

L16

L17

78

Code

Description

Improvements

L1

From Calder Bridge a mud track leads east and follows a
set of steps to an open field.

a) build steps with railway sleepers, 20 steps

£2,000.00

b) build tarmac path towards steps from bridge, 10m

£2,000.00

c) drainage to sides of steps

£250.00

d) cut back and reinstate vegetation

£500.00

L2

Open field

a) build gravel footpath 1.5m wide from parking area
to steps, allow for path drainage, 170m

L3

Route leads onto an informal parking area and joins
Melrose Crescent.

a) install 1 No fingerpost sign

L4

Proposed path follows the asphalt footpath within the
residential area past a medium size greenspace

L5

Proposed path crosses the residential road and follows
the asphalt footpath further east until it reaches North
Dryburgh Road, a dated playground with coloured metal
play furniture and low metal fence lies to the south of it
within a medium size grass area north of Temple Gill.

L6

Path crosses North Dryburgh Road near the vehicle
bridge over Temple Gill
Narrow asphalt path through open woodland east of

Costs

£22,525.00

£750.00

NCA

a) Integrate the existing playground into adjacent
wooded valley and improve margin between wooded
valley and grass areas with planting of flowering
native shrub margin. 70m long and 10m wide
b) plant 10 No standard trees within and around
playground

£7,350.00

£2,500.00

c) add further play furniture

£25,000.00

a) add uncontrolled pedestrian crossing

£10,000.00

b) install 2 No directional signage on both sides of
the road to guide people into the path network

79

£1,500.00

road, path in good condition
L7

Narrow asphalt path with tracks from vehicles next to
it, 170m in good condition, 80m in poorer condition,
50m new path, large oak tree had been set alight in the
past, barely surviving now, some evidence of vandalism

a) review how vehicle access into the park can be
restricted

£5,000.00

b) repair damage to ground by vehicles, level the
ground along both sides of the path, 150m long and
3m wide

£2,250.00

c) assess stability of 2No large trees, chop into large
logs and store within woodland if required

£1,000.00

a) remove metal fence and foundations, 150m

£1,500.00

L8

Junction between Link Q and L, wide pedestrian path,
asphalt, surrounded by metal palisade fences of different
heights on all sides

L9

The route leaves Temple Gill Valley behind and follows a a) install 1 No fingerpost sign
path to the school on Rowan Street. The path is fenced
b) remove metal fence and foundations, 60m
in on both sides, even though only a fence towards the
school might be considered necessary.

£750.00
£600.00

L10

The route follows the footpaths on Rowan Street.

L11

The route follows the footpaths to either side of busy
Coltness Road.

a) install 1 No fingerpost sign at junction

L12

Connection point with Route K on other side of the
road. Entrance to new housing area. Footpath provision
only on one side

a) replace grass verge with tarmac footpath, 20m

£4000.00

b) install map

£1,000.00

L13

Route continues on footpath of new road adjacent to
row of new houses.

L14

Route leaves housing area behind and continues on

NCA
£750.00

NCA

a) install 1 No fingerpost sign at junction
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£750.00

gravel access road
L15

The route forks off to the north and continues on the
newly constructed red gravel paths within the green
corridor towards Cambusnethan

a) install 1 No fingerpost sign at junction
a) install row of 5 No bollards to avoid vehicular
access

L16

The path construction works seem to have been left
behind in an untidy state with cultivation works
unfinished. Loggs of timber block the path and would
hinder cyclists

Monitor ongoing works

L17

Off Route L an existing fence has been partially removed a) remove fence, 20m
and a fence panel blocks the path
b) install row of 5 No bollards at road entrance

£750.00
£3,750.00

NCA

£200.00
£3,750.00
£100,425.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£20,085.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£12,051.00

TOTAL ROUTE L, 2.2km

£132,561.00
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ROUTE M, 1.0KM
From Craigneuk railway underpass through Wishawhill Wood towards Wishaw town centre
2.51.

Proposals for this area have been described in fair detail in
“Ravenscraig Green Network Strategy” under section 9.
Key Projects, Pedestrian Linkages from Wishaw.

2.52. The proposed link starts at the underpass of the railway
line at Craigneuk. The Housing Estate at Craigneuk has
CCTV surveillance, which might be an indicator of safety
issues in the area. The entry point feels very unsafe with
dark underpass, the remains of high palisade fences, flytipping and litter. In addition tracks from possibly quad
bikes or bikes ruin the area. There could be two options
of crossing the woodland. The shorter one of the routes
follows along the boundary fence of the school and later
along rear gardens of private properties. The longer route
turns slightly north east, taking it into the woodland. The
two paths join again near Main Street.
2.53.

For a short distance the path follows the Main Street into
Wishaw. This is a well designed and well maintained road
with tree lines on both sides. Route Z starts also starts
further down the Main Street with Core Path 282, leading
north along the periphery of Wishawhill golf club and
connecting into the Calder Valley.
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M2

84

Code

Description

Improvement

M1

Area of high scrubland and open grassland north of
Shieldmuir and west of Wishaw

For detailed description of improvements and costs see
“Ravenscraig Green Network Strategy” Section 9. Key
Projects, Pedestrian Linkages from Wishaw

M2

The link follows the asphalt footpath along the Main
Road into Wishaw, the road is not very heavily used
by cars, street lighting is already in place, the
footpath is located to the south of the road and
follows in between two rows of trees, there is no
formal pedestrian crossing available and pedestrians
cross the road where the roads bends

a) facilitate safer pedestrian crossing by installing
uncontrolled crossing, probably further along the road
towards east and away from the junction

Costs
£591,700

£10,000.00

Mature trees line the road to the north and south
(one line to the north and two lines to the south of
the road), a clipped beech hedge is located to the
south of the footpath
£601,700.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 15%

£90,255.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£69,195.50

TOTAL ROUTE M, 1.0km

£761,150.00
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ROUTE N, 1.7KM
Route from the Calder Bridge north of Wishaw to Cleland via Core Path 269
2.54. The link follows Core Path 269 and starts at Calder
Bridge. Route N leads north with some distance to the
South Calder Water until it finally enters the village of
Cleland from the south through a residential area. Vehicle
access to any section of the path is not possible; however
some quad bikes have been spotted using the path.
2.55.

The path follows the former vehicle access route into the
valley. It is a well constructed and well preserved wide
asphalt road with 1m to 2m high retaining walls and 2m
high freestanding walls along the fields. The road does not
need any improvement. The walls are generally showing
some signs of decay and are unsafe in some part, especially
where they are very high.

2.56.

Ancient woodland accompanies both sides of the path and
open fields can be found mainly to the east of the path.
Some smaller fields are located between the woodland of
the South Calder Water and the woodland along the path.
The planting is in a good condition with a high proportion
of large Scots Pine and other deciduous trees and some
remains of hedges.

2.57.

Even though there is no lighting the path feels safe as the
surrounding woodland is well maintained and no signs of
litter or vandalism are evident. The path was quite
intensively used by pedestrians but would allow for use by
cyclists as well. Signs and way markers are completely
absent.
86
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N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

N6

88

N7

N8

N10

N9

N11

89

Code

Description

Improvement

N1

Path starts at Calder Bridge over South Calder
Water and connects to Route P, X and L. Bridge in
good condition

a) install 1 No fingerpost

N2

Path leads north from the bridge along wide asphalt
path on former road, ground sloping steeply on both
sides of the path towards the river, surrounded by
woodland with many large trees and scrub

a) repair the stone walls where necessary, 60m
b) cut back/ remove medium size trees growing on top
of retaining walls, 120 lm

Costs
£750.00

£30,000.00

£6,000.00

Some decay of 1m high stone retaining walls to the
west is evident
N3

Some sections of the 1m high stone retaining walls
along the paths are severely damaged, some trees
are growing on top of them
The 2m high freestanding stone boundary wall to the
east of the path is generally in good condition, limits
views towards the open fields

a) repair the stone walls where necessary, 40m

£20,000.00

b) remove damaged stone walls where possible, 50m
£2,500.00

c) cut back/ remove medium size trees growing on top
of retaining walls, 90 lm

£4,500.00

a) trimming of 2m wide scrub margin along both sides of
the path, 100 lm

£2,000.00

A narrow dirt path leads off the path to the east
towards the river
N4

2m high walls from former use, original function not
clear, scrub growing close to the road

N5

Narrow road opens up with boundary wall leaving
a) develop this area as a viewing point into the open
the path, the whole areas is raised by 1m to the west landscape by opening up some gaps in the tree cover,
with many large old trees, very interesting place,
20m wide, 30m deep
dense scrub along the path
b) install 5No wooden park benches

90

£15,000.00

£3,750.00

c) trim scrub margin to the east of the path, 100 lm

£1,500.00

N6

Access to proposed South Calder Water Walkway,
enclosures for livestock but appears to be unused

a) remove enclosures if possible

£500.00

N7

Very straight path through mixed open woodland
and scrub with large proportion of Scots Pine,
remains of hedges, partly still clipped

a) reduce height of hedges by 200mm where they block
views towards the open fields, 180 lm

£900.00

N8

Good views towards the open countryside along
short section of the path near the field gate

a) install 1No wooden park bench

N9

Path with woodland to the east and open fields to
the west, some very good specimen of beech trees
along the field boundary

N10

Path with woodland to the east and open fields to
the west, metal field gate limits vehicle access, access
only for farmer, pedestrian passage to both sides of
the path possible

N11

Path leads along footpath of asphalt road within
residential area in Cleland

a) install 1 No fingerpost

£1,750.00

£750.00

b) install 1 No wooden park bench
£750.00

a) install 1No interpretative signage at Main Street

£1,000.00

£91,650.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 30%

£27,495.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£11,914.50

TOTAL ROUTE N, 1.7km

£131,059.50
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ROUTE P, 5.2KM
From Wishaw near Belhaven Park to the Greenhead Moss Community Nature Park via Core Path 285, 292,
309
2.58.

Route P provides access into the extensive woodland
along Temple Gill, the South Calder Water and the
Cleland Link for the towns east of Ravenscraig. It is also a
green link between Ravenscraig and the towns to the east,
including Wishaw, Coltness, Cambusnethan i.e. through
these woodlands. It also links Greenhead Moss
Community Nature Park.

2.59.

Route P starts at Wishaw Main Street and follows the
footpath along Glen Road and connects from here into
Routes Z and K. The path then leads north along the
bottom of the steep wooded slopes of Temple Gill valley.
A high retaining wall marks the entrance to the valley. The
path is very shaded and appears abandoned and uninviting.
Large areas are either flooded or wet where Temple Gill
flows into the South Calder Water. The path then passes
Calder Bridge which gives access to Route X, Route L and
Route N (Cleland Link). From here the path becomes
brighter and more inviting. The path leads further north
following the run of the South Calder Water. It is
frequently used for leisure walking. The path then crosses
North Dryburgh Road, passes a small woodland and
follows a pedestrian path within a residential area. The
route then crosses Coltness Road and continues on a fire
path for the school grounds. From a large asphalt yard to
the rear of the school the route continues east on
recently upgraded red gravel paths. Woodland and
rhododendron have been cleared. The route continues

within the woodland for nearly one kilometre, only once
crossing Kilmeny Crescent, a quiet residential road. The
path network within the woodland requires signage.
Recent upgrading works for the paths have not continued
as far as Cambusneathan, where the route runs on boggy
and muddy paths and is not defined. The route continues
on footpaths along Branchal Road starting at a stand alone
residential property. Then it crosses the A722 and
continues on the grounds of the Greenhead Moss
Community Nature Park passing football pitches and the
cemetery.
2.60. This link has good potential with interesting natural
features like scenic woodland. However, improvements
are required to the retaining walls and woodland along the
paths south of Calder Bridge. The existing drainage should
be monitored closely. The paths and woodlands north of
Calder Bridge have already been reinstated with red gravel
paths and require little upgrading works. However damage
by quad bikes was already evident and this should be
responded to immediately. A link requires to be
constructed just west of Coltness Road to the rear of a
council building and Cambusneathan requires to be linked
to the woodland paths.
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P1

P2

P3

P4
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P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10
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P11

P12

P14

P13

P15

P16
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P17

P20

P22

P18

P19

P21

P23

P24
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P25

P28

P26

P27

P29

99

Code

Description

Improvements

P1

Start of Route P at Wishaw Main Street, path
follows asphalt footpath along road through
residential area, street lighting is already in place,
access to Route Z from St. Winifreds Way that
branches off to the west

a) install interpretative signage at junction of Main Street
and Glen Road

P2

Path follows the asphalt road, section between
Winifreds Way and metal gate is shared with
vehicles, after that the road is blocked for
vehicles, high retaining wall of private properties
to the west and steep slope with dense scrub to
the east frame the entrance to the path

a) install 1Nr. wooden fingerpost

P3

Path follows asphalt road, slopes with dense
scrub on both sides of the path, 1m high
damaged drystone retaining walls on both sides
of the path, very shaded, desire line to connect
to Route Z

a) reinstate/ repair low retaining walls where required,
100m

£50,000.00

b) strimming of 20m wide and 100m long margin to both
sides of the path, cut back scrub growing on top of walls

£20,000.00

c) regularly sweep the asphalt path, twice yearly, 200m
P4

Path follows the asphalt road within steep valley
of Temple Gill, water drains into burn in ditch
along both sides of the path, burn runs along
eastern side of the path for some 50m and then
crosses under the path, bridge over the burn
with higher, partly collapsed freestanding stone
walls

a) repair gaps/ reinstate in the walls and check integrity of
the whole wall and integrate openings and balustrades into
the wall, 200m
b) remove 1 No large fallen tree and other timber fallen
into the burn and remove dead wood along paths
c) regularly sweep the asphalt path, twice yearly, 200mm

100

Costs
£1,000.00

£750.00

£400.00
£25,000.00

£1,000.00

£400.00

P5

Path follows straight level asphalt road, high
retaining wall to the east and embankment and
burn to the west of the path

P6

Calder Bridge over South Calder Water to
connect to Route N and X, proposed link of
Route L also starts here, area in good condition,
much attention given to maintenance

P7

Newly reinstated red gravel path along eastern
side of the South Calder Water on top of the
floodplain, noise of the river fills the valley,
woodland is in good condition, but should not be
over maintained, some damage already from
quad bikes

a) install 2 No benches

P8

Newly reinstated red gravel path within
woodland, path leaves the woodland and crosses
North Dryburgh Road, no pedestrian crossing is
in place, cars approach quite fast but visibility is
good

a) install uncontrolled pedestrian crossing

P9

Wide newly reinstated red gravel path follows a
former road leading east from North Dryburgh
Road, Avenue of large lime trees accompanies
the path, path eventually gets narrower, open
ground lies to the north of the path and medium
size mature mixed woodland to the south, views
over the open ground towards South Calder
Water are possible

P10

Path climbs more steeply, a short connection via

a) regularly sweep the asphalt path, twice yearly, 130m

£260.00

£1,500.00

£10,000.00

b) install 2Nr. wooden fingerpost on both sides of the road

£1,500.00

c) install sign to prohibit access to paths by quad bikes at
access to the path network on both sides of the road

£1,000.00

a) install 2 No benches

£1,500.00

a) formalise the desire line into the residential area by

101

£4,500.00

desire line to residential area to the north of the
path starts here, the desire line is very wet,
woodland block is in good condition
P11

constructing a new gravel path, 30m

Path leaves the woodland and runs along the rear a) install 2 No benches
gardens of private properties, very wide
b) install wooden barrier to stop access by quad bikes
generous grass verges on both sides, spacious
and well maintained, forms strong contrast to
woodland, some damage to the verges and path
by quad bikes to the south of the path where it
enters the residential area

P12

Path crosses medium size grass area but it misses a) open up a link towards Coltness Road and install new
a direct link to Coltness Road and the section of gravel path, 70m
the Route to the east of it, a Council Building
with large metal fence around its grounds block
the passage

P13

New link would cross asphalt surface east of the
private properties and then a narrow woodland
strip west of Coltness Road before it has to
cross the road itself, large trees in good
condition within woodland strip

P14

The path, which is the fire escape route for the
school, opens onto Coltness Road without
warning.

P15

Path exits onto a wide, open tarmac backyard

P16

Existing concrete bollards restrict vehicular
access in parts, but do not cover width of path

a) install 2No wooden fingerpost on both sides of the road

£1,500.00

£1,000.00

£10,500.00

£1,500.00

b) install uncontrolled pedestrian crossing
£10,000.00

a) install warning sings for pedestrians/cyclists to dismount

£500.00

a) remove 15m section of fence

£150.00

b) install 2No concrete bollards similar to existing,
£1,000.00
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c) reinstate 1No existing bollard
£250.00

P17

Within the woodland paths are well reinstated

a) understorey planting of bulbs 400No and perennials
200No

£360.00

P18

The path crosses a small road, which connects
two residential areas

a) reinstall existing 2No concrete bollards to close path to
vehicular traffic, south

£500.00

b) install 4 No concrete bollards similar to existing
b) remove metal fencing, 60m

c) tidy backyard of vacated building
d) install 2No fingerpost signs, 1No bin and 1No dog litter
bin
e) install thermoplastic paint across road as pedestrian
crossing, 10sqm
P19

Path through woodland has recently been
reinstated as red gravel paths. Undergrowth
under trees has been removed to open up
sections

P20

The route continues into a moor as a muddy
track with one steep slippery section

a)

install raised wooden plank paths, anti slip, 300m

£1,000.00

£600.00

£500.00
£1,500.00
£750.00
£750.00
£500.00

£60,000.00

b) minor earth works to overcome steep section, 50m 3
£1,250.00

P21

Tarmac road ends 100m short of a private plot
and continues as a bumpy, muddy track. From

a) Continue foot and cycle path as a tarmac path adjacent to
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£20,000.00

here the route is hard to make out

small woodland, opposite and from private house, 100m
b) install 2No fingerpost signs, 1No bin and 1No dog litter
bin

P22

wide road through residential area, passing newly a) Mark cycle route 700m
built primary school. After the school the road
narrows and footpath separated by grass verge

P23

No provision for pedestrian crossing at this
point, nearest crossing 400m away. 20mph zone
in place

a) install uncontrolled pedestrian crossing

P24

Entrance is signposted but has urban character
and is not indicating the nature character

a) create planting bed in front of façade, 15sqm

£3,000.00

£7,000.00

£10,000.00

£750.00

b) plant 3No trees
c) large façade mounted sign

£750.00

£1,000.00

P25

The road leading up to the car park is framed by
an uninviting galvanized fence

a) Plant climbers against fence, 80m, 5plants/m

£1,400.00

P26

The car park is very muddy and the entrance
situation onto the path network is not neat

a) provide gravel surfacing for ca. 6 No parking spaces

£7,500.00

b) install map
c) remove blocks, install 2No rocks

£1,000.00

£300.00

P27

In several locations posts serve no purpose

a) Remove 6 No of metal posts

P28

Seats are few and existing seats are in need of

a) Additional 2 No seats at 5 locations
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£150.00
£7,500.00

maintenance
P29

b) Reinstate existing ca. 10 No seats within park reinstated

£5,000.00

Footpaths within Greenhead Moss Community
Path are in good condition and well maintained
£278,270.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 30%

£83,481.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£36,175.10

TOTAL ROUTE P, 5.2km

£397,926.10
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ROUTE Q, 0.7KM
From Route L within the Temple Gill Valley via Core Path 286 past Templehall Plantation to Wishaw Town
Centre
2.61.

Route Q presents a link between Route L from the Calder
Water through Temple Gill, Route K within Templehall
Plantation and residential areas and the town centre of
Wishaw. The Route starts at Core Path 286 on the bridge
spanning Temple Gill Valley. It leads south along the
footpath of Kenilworth Avenue past St Aidans High School
to the east and Templehall Plantation to the west.
Entrance and Exit to the school area is clearly noticeable.

2.62.

From here the path leads further south along the whindust
footpath of Kenilworth Avenue. The central one way road
is lined by several rows of trees. Secondary roads provide
access to private properties and parking either side.

2.63.

Route Q ends at the junction of Kenilworth Avenue and
Lammermoor Terrace with access to Wishaw town
centre. The traffic system seems very confusing. An
obvious and safe pedestrian route is not in place at the
moment.

2.64.
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Route Q is already quite pleasant but some improvements
to the vehicular access and parking at Kenilworth Avenue
would be beneficial. The central road has great potential
as a pleasant and safe pedestrian link and in the future
consideration should be given to restrict vehicular access
entirely. This would create a direct green link from
Wishaw Town Centre to the Temple Gill and the Path
Network east of Ravenscraig.
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Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Code Description

Improvement

Costs

Q1

Start of route at bridge over Temple Gill from Route L along vehicle
free asphalt road, high metal palisade fences of different heights on
both sides of the path, fences dominate the area and make it look
over restrictive, probably because of school close by, hardly
noticeable that path crosses burn, lighting in place

a) remove high large palisade fence and
replace with 1.2m high metal fence or
railing, 150m

£1,500.00
£15,000.00

Q2

Path along asphalt footpath at access road to High School, intended
to be blocked with concrete bollards for vehicles, but middle bollard
has been removed and so vehicle access would be possible

a) check whether 1 No concrete
bollard needs to be reinstated or
removable bollard is required, install if

£500.00
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Path passes by a generous green space with large trees to the east,
the residential area behind it has direct access to the green network

required

Path passes by Templehall Plantation to the east with wooded margin
along the road, lighting is in place
Q3

Access to Route K

Q4

Entrance to school clearly marked, Access road to school

Q5

Several rows of large trees and street lighting frame Kenilworth
Avenue. Sufficient Parking is provided along the secondary roads
either side of Kenilworth Avenue.

a) install 1 No sign for traffic calming at
junction between Waverley Drive and
central road of Kenilworth Avenue

Pedestrian access to the school is currently provided via muddy
sections of Whindust surfacing, which require improvement.

a) upgrade and widen whindust
footpath along central
carriageway, 350m long, 3m
wide

£1000.00

£64,750.00

Parking should be restricted on the central carriageway to open up
views and allow space for cyclists.
Q6

Path ends at junction of Kenilworth Avenue and Lammermoor
Terrace, traffic system is confusing and pedestrian route not clear,
access to Wishaw Town Centre,

a) install uncontrolled pedestrian
crossing across Lammermoor Terrace

£10,000.00

£92,750.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£18,550.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 5%

£5,565.00

TOTAL ROUTE Q, 0.7km

£116,865.00
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ROUTE R, 1.2KM
From Carfin towards the former railway bridge on Merry Street, core path 245
2.65. Route R continues Route U towards Motherwell Town
Centre. Along Cleland Road pedestrian pavements are
provided. The road appears to be wide enough to allow
the installation of a cycle route. Avoiding the large
roundabout, which forms the beginning of the Ravenscraig
spine road designated pedestrian and cycle routes are
provided. Travellers into Ravenscraig can join the spine
road, which circles Prospect Hill from the north east.
2.66. Continuing on route R, once onto Merry Street cyclists
currently have to use the road. Pedestrian pavements
follow the road on either side. The pavement on the
south side of the road facing open fields into Ravenscraig
could be build out to allow continuation of the cycle route
up to the Roundabout at Jerviston Road/ tie in into Route
S/ tie in into proposed Ravenscraig path network.
2.67.

After a further 100m Route R crosses Route C at the
former Railway Bridge. Route B will eventually continue
into Ravenscraig. Until then Route B could potentially stop
short and connect down to Merry Street. Providing a
connection of these two routes is desirable for the
network in general.
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R1

R2

R4

R3

R5

R6

R7
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Code

Description

Improvements

Costs

R1

From Carfin on Motherwell Road towards
Motherwell cyclists have to use the road, B7066.

a) Provide cycle lane, 300m x2 till tie in with
Ravenscraig Spine Road cycle routes

£3,000.00

R2

Pedestrians would continue on Byresknowe Lane
and a footpath leads to an uncontrolled crossing

a) 2 No Fingerpost signs

£1,000.00

R3

The footpath leads down towards Merry Street
through a well maintained greenspace

R4

The path continues along the line of Houses on
Merry Street.

R5

Prospect Hill

Proposals should follow the Ravenscraig Green
Network Strategy

R6

The cycle route coming from the new roundabout
finishes and cyclists continue on the road.
Connection to Route S

a) Widen footpath on 300m +2m as a two way cycle
lane up to connection to Jerviston Road

R7

Former Railway Bridge, Connection to Route C

b) Provide cycle path from Jerviston Road to
crossing point/ former bridge on the road, 125m

£52,500.00

£1250.00

See Route C
£57,750.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£11,550.00
£69,300.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£6,930.00

TOTAL ROUTE R, 1.2km

£76,230.00
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ROUTE S, 2.1KM
From Merry Street to the Greenlink, core path 244
2.68.

Route S starts on Merry Street and connects into Route
R. From Merry Street it follows the B799 north through a
residential area in the east and Colville Park Golf Course
in the west. The route is well lit by street lighting. The
width of the busy road would allow for a two way cycle
lane, preferably in the west following the golf course.
Parking would therefore need to be restricted to one side
only. The route then leaves the B799 and residential areas
behind and follows a field path west offering rural views

onto fields and the golf course. The path narrows down
from a field path to a mud track in need for upgrading and
in parts reinstatement. Then the former railway tunnel
comes into sight. To connect Route S with Route C,
which follows the former railway tracks, an access ramp
will need to be constructed. After the tunnel Route S
continues west down to the Calder. The route passes the
historic Globe Cemetery and meets The Greenlink and
the South Calder Walkway- Route A.
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S1

S3

S6

S2

S4

S5

S7
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S9

S10

S11
Code

Description

Improvements

Costs

S1

B799 through residential area. Footpath provision on
either side. No cycle lane provision.

a) Provide two way cycle lane, 1050m

£10,500.00

b) restricted parking: double yellow line, 1050m

£5,250.00

a) Plant climbers along inner side of fence:

£7,875.00

S2

Galvanized steel fence facing the golf course along the
footpath.

5plants /m, 450m
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S4

Route continues westwards passing two private plots.

a) 1 No Fingerpost sign

£500.00

S5

A gate is in place. Path through fields on one side and
offering views over the golf course on the other side.

a) install 2 No removable bollards to avoid vehicular
access but allow maintenance access

£1,500.00

S6

The path changes into a muddy track.

a) improve path and construct gravel path to 3m
width to allow shared use, 300m

£31,500.00
£4,500.00
£10,500.00

S7

Surface water runoff has caused erosion of the path
surface.

b) cut back and undertake maintenance works on
shrubs on either side of path, 300m

£6,000.00

a) reinstatement at erosion area, 50m

£3,500.00

b) improve path and construct gravel path to 3m
width to allow shared use with appropriate drainage,
50m
c) reinstate hedging to either side of path, 50m and
plant shrubs on slopes, 300 shrubs

£5,250.00
£750.00
£1,750.00
£750.00
£1,050.00

S8

Connection point with Route C on the former railway
track.

a) create ramped access up the slope at the side of
the bridge to connect paths including earthworks,
50m

b) planting to sloping sides of ramped areas 700m2

£5,000.00
£2,500.00
£5,000.00
£5,000.00
£2,500.00

£14,700.00

c) 1 No Fingerpost sign
£500.00
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S9

Tie in to core path 242 leading to Mossend, Bellshill

a) remove debris

£500.00

b) reinstate surfacing to path including drainage, 50m
c) install 2 No removable bollards to avoid vehicular
access

£5,250.00
£750.00
£1,750.00
£1,500.00

S10

Gravel road continues downhill with galvanized steel
fence to one side. Access to Historic Globe Cemetery

a) install 1 No Fingerpost sign

£500.00

S11

Path leads across small bridge and ties into the
Greenlink and South Calder Water Walkway (Route
A)

a) remove 1 No bollard and reinstate path surface in
its place

£50.00
£100.00

S12

Vehicular access onto core path 242 must be
restricted to maintenance vehicles only to avoid fly
tipping

a) install 2No removable bollards

£1,500.00

£138,275.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£27,655.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£16,593.00

TOTAL ROUTE S, 2.1km

£182,523.00
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ROUTE T, 0.66KM
From Airbles Road on core path 317 past old Motherwell College to the north of Dalzell Park
2.69.

This route currently stops short of the Ravenscraig area at
the A721 Airbles Road. A connection of this route into
Ravenscraig should be assessed. The masterplan proposes
a major link into Ravenscraig from the south west. This
should be linked to Route T once developed.

2.70. From the busy Airbles Road a footpath separated from the
road by a green verge leads downhill towards the old
Motherwell College and a school. Past the entrance to
Motherwell College there is no footpath provision,
pedestrians use the road. A 20mph zone would be
beneficial.
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T1

T4

T2

T5

122

Code

Description

Improvements

Costs

T1

Footpaths are separated from road by green verge with
individual trees

a) Tree planting along verge to achieve alley
character 25No

£6,250.00

b) Bulb planting 50sqm

£500.00

T2

Green verges near Motherwell College suffer from litter

a) Clean, 100m

£1,000.00

T3

No footpath provision, pedestrians walk on road.
Crossing point with Route V

a) install 20mph signs

£2,500.00

T4

Speed bump in place before path crossing

a) Refresh thermoplastic paint on speed bump

£250.00

T5

Route continues into Dalzell Park and connects into
Route H
£10,500.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£2,100.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£1,260.00

TOTAL ROUTE T, 0.66km

£13,860.00
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ROUTE U, 2.9KM
From Carfin to Cleland, in parts Core Path 268
2.71.

Route U continues Route R eastwards from Carfin
towards Cleland on Chapelknowe Road. The footpath on
one side of Chapelknowe Road is very narrow and hardly
wide enough for two people passing. There appear to be
no speed limits along this road. The narrow road does not
allow widening of the footpath. The option outlined below
suggests constructing a footpath in the field adjacent to
the road on the north side. Existing hedges would provide
a buffer zone between road and new path. Beyond the
oxygen plant the route continues on the existing footpath
which is separated from the road by a green verge. The
footpath stops at the last house on the northern side of
the road. The road continues in sharp bends up the hill
without a footpath provision. A footpath could be created
within the dense woodland south of the road. The road
crosses a bridge over former railway tracks. The former
railway track route is situated 4m lower than the road and
offers to be turned into a cycle route. Past the bridge an
existing footpath can be accessed, which, once upgraded,
provides a quiet, green route off the busy B7029 leading
to Cleland.
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U1

U2

U3

U4

U5

U6

U7
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U8

U10

U13

U9

U11

U12

U14
127

U15

U16

U17

U18

U19

U20

128

Code

Description

Improvements

U1

Coming from Carfin the route follows tarmac footpaths

2 No fingerpost signs

U2

The former Carfin Mill Road has been fenced off. A
connection is shown on the Ravenscraig Masterplan. The
sooner this connection is created and tied into the spine
road path network, the better.

U3

The route follows the narrow footpath past an electric
plant.

U4

From here onwards a new path in the north could be
created. Alternatively the route can follow the existing,
narrow footpath.

U5

The route crosses the railway tracks at the road bridge

a) new shared path construction, 3m wide 170m
b) reinstate hedging on 50m with 6plants/m and post
and wire fence

a) new shared tarmac path construction, 3m wide
350m
b) reinstate hedging on 50m with 6plants/m and post
and wire fence

U6

The existing path crosses the oxygen plant entrance
with heavy vehicle access.

U7

Past the oxygen plant the existing path is sufficient to
function as a pedestrian/cycle route and is divided from
the road by a grass verge

U8

Opposite the last house the path stops.
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Costs
£1,000.00

£25,500.00
£17,000.00

£750.00
£750.00
£52,500.00
£35,000.00

£750.00
£750.00

U9

The busy road continues in sharp bends up the hill
without a footpath or cycle provision. A path could be
constructed in the dense woodland south of the road

a) create new path within existing woodland, 3m
wide, 230m

£6,900.00
£34,500.00
£23,000.00

U10

The road crosses an existing bridge over the former
railway tracks. Past the bridge an existing, narrow
footpath, starts. Adjacent slopes do not allow widening
this path to take pedestrian and cycle traffic

a) construct gravel footpath adjacent to Road on
existing bridge to link into existing footpath, 20m

£1,400.00
£1,000.00

b) provide railing 20m

£1,000.00

U11

The former railway tracks are situated 4m below road
level. A cycle route could be constructed here.

c) 1 No fingerpost sign

£500.00

d) install speed limit signs (20mph) for bridge and
pedestrian warning signs

£500.00

a) create a 2m wide ramped access tarmac path with
retaining walls with railing from road level to lower
level, 20m
b) construct 3m wide tarmac cycle route, 800m

£500.00
£750.00

The path entrance should be highlighted

d) path entrance: 3 No feature rocks

U13

The dirt track on the north side of the former railway
route leads through dense woodland with little views.

a) upgrade path to 2m wide gravel path, 800m

Crossing with route of golf course, pedestrian gate to
either side of path installed. Here the cycle route would
join the pedestrian path.

£120,000.00
£80,000.00

c) remove debris and wrecked car
U12

U 14

£17,000.00

b) cut back shrubbery to create clear area 2m either
side of path, 400m
a) remove 2 No steel gates

£96,000.00
£8,000.00
£300.00

b) install 6 No bollards
£3,000.00
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c) 1 No fingerpost sign
U15

The path features an area with open views to a
residential area.

a) upgrade path to 3m wide tarmac shared cycle
route and footpath, 500m
b) install 2 No benches

U16

Existing fence no longer required

U17

Existing dirt path

U18

Car park. The path entrance should be highlighted.

£500.00
£75,000.00
£50,000.00

£2,000.00

a) remove 200m existing post and wire fence

£500.00

a) path entrance: 3 No feature rocks

£750.00

b) map sign
c) remove 1 fence panel at path entrance

£1,000.00
£100.00

U19
U20

Path continues as a dirt track and ends at an open grass
field.

a) upgrade path to 3m wide tarmac shared cycle
route and footpath, 350m

An existing tarmac footpath joins onto the main road in
Cleland. Route U joins Cleland Link route N.

a) install 1 No fingerpost sign on Main Road

£52,500.00
£35,000.00
£500.00

£746,200.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 30%
ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10 %

£223,860.00
£97,006.00

TOTAL ROUTE U, 2.9km

£1,067,066.00
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ROUTE V, 0.8KM
CORE PATH 319 NORTH OF DALZELL PARK
2.72. Route V is located north of Dalzell Park and south of the
old Motherwell College. It connects route H with route T
and route G. In the east the route follows a woodland
track south of a residential area. Then it runs past a
school and the old Motherwell College. It is framed by
woodland in the south and a mature beech hedge in the
north. Flytipping and litter are found near the college site.
The route is described from east to west.
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V1

V3

V2

V4

134

Code

Description

Improvements

V1

Discountinous, rusty metal railing within green
belt around open field in Dalzell park

a) Remove if no longer required, 200m

V2

Dismounted bollards and part of fence lie
abandoned

a) Remove, store bollards in yard for reuse

V3

Mature hedge parallel to the footpath is sparse in
some places and gaps have formed

Reinstate hedge and install post and wire fence in
gaps larger than 3m

V4

On the corner of Dalzell Drive/Motherwell
College litter and fly tipping and desire lines

Costs
£1,500.00

£30.00

a) 20m post and wire fence

£300.00

b) 40m hedge planting

£600.00

Establish necessity of paths after use of former
College site is confirmed

£500.00

a) clean
£2,930.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 20%

£586.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10 %

£351.60

TOTAL ROUTE V, 0.8km

£3,867.60
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ROUTE W, 2.2KM
From Ravenscraig East to Ravenscraig North, Prospect Hill
2.73.

Route W starts at the north loop of Route Z. The route
follows a track into the Ravenscraig Site and into the
future Community Nature Park. However, the track gets
lost after about 1 mile and complete new path
construction will be necessary.
The proposals for the Ravenscraig Development include
the provision of a path network within the Community
Nature Park. The suggested route of Route W below
picks up one of the proposed routes Community Nature
Park paths. Due to the sensitive natural environment of
the site consideration should be given to seeking specialist
advice prior to developing this route.
Several spots along the way offer scenic views over the
Calder valley towards Cleland, views over open shrub
areas and views towards the north east. Leaving the shrub
areas behind, the route leads out into the open and onto
the brown field site. The route follows a former tarmac
road parallel to the railway tracks and then runs parallel
to the Calder Water, on the verge of the ca 30m high
gorge. Pedestrians and cyclists can see and follow how the
the development progresses on the one side and enjoy
the scenic views down to the Calder Water on the other
side. The route then finally joins onto the path network
along the spine road, which links to Cleekhimin and Carfin
in the north and Motherwell College, Flemington and
Craigneuk in the south.
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W2

W3

W4

W6

W5

W7

W8

W9
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W10

W11

W13

W12

W14
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Code

Description

Improvements

W1

Connection onto Path Z

a) install 1 No fingerpost sign

W2

Path partly overgrown with Rhododendron

a) total 50m of path upgrading

Gravel path which requires topping up, in parts muddy

b) Cut back of shrubs to leave path clear, 150sqm

Costs
£750.00
£6,000.00

£1,500.00

W3

Potential great views over the Calder Water towards
Cleland, shrubs and trees block view

a) Selective pruning and felling works, 15sqm

W4

Path is very muddy and not easily accessible, cycling
impossible, great views over open terrain

Upgrade path to gravel path, 400m

£48,000.00

W5

Path is very muddy, walking on path impossible.
Wrecked car on side path

a) improve path to gravel path, 300m

£36,000.00

b) remove wrecked car

£750.00

£250.00

W6

Path not visible

a) improve path to gravel path, 150m

W7

Wrecked car blocks path

a) remove wrecked car and engine parts

£250.00

W8

Shrub areas open up onto wide, former tarmac
driveway

a) minor earth movements to grade path down to
driveway level

£500.00

W9

Former driveway, ca 10m wide, 500m long, ideal for
inline skating and cycling. Route follows the driveway
parallel to the railway track. Development in this area
is to start 2015/2019 as per program.

b) 2 No bins along route, 1 No dog litter bin
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£18,000.00

£1,500.00
£750.00

W10

W11

The route continues under the railway bridge. A
designated path system will be required from this
point onwards.
Development in this area is to start 2015/2019 as per
program. A path for pedestrians and cyclist along the
Calder Water Gorge will allow controlled access

a) Install 20m of fencing to define entry point
b) install pedestrian/cyclist only gate

£1,000.00

a) 700m of new gravel paths

£84,000.00

b) 700m of shrub planting towards gorge

£22,050.00

c) 6 No bins along route, 3 No dog litter

W12

£300.00

£4,500.00
£2,250.00

d) 700m of wooden anti climb fencing, 1.2m high,
similar to the one installed on site

£52,500.00

a) 150m of new gravel paths

£18,000.00

Views over the gorge
former bridge: the masterplan seems to suggest for
this bridge to be reinstated as part of the development
works

W13

Route continues along wooden anti climb fencing for
150m (development to start in this area 2010 as per
program)

b) 2 No bins along route, 13 No dog litter
£1,500.00
£9,750.00

d) 150m of wooden anti climb fencing, 1.2m high,
similar to the one installed on site
W14

The route joins onto the path network of the spine
road

a) 1No large fingerpost sign
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£11,250.00

£1,000.00

£322,350.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 30%

£96,705.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£41,905.50

TOTAL ROUTE W, 2.2km

£460,960.50
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ROUTE X, 3.5KM
South Calder Water walkway, core path 270
2.74.

The south calder walkway is probably the least developed
route of all. From Chapelknowe Road a small gap in a
fence marks the beginning of this path. It is more of a mud
track than a defined route and looses itself within the
woods south of Cleland House. It does not form a
continuous route along the Calder Water yet, however
with extensive path construction works and the
construcition of two bridges this route has lots of
potential for recreational use.

2.75.

The entrances to the route should be emphasised by
means of maps and feature signs on both the north
entrance from Chapelknowe Road as well as at the Calder
Bridge. These maps could also refer to historical findings
along the way. Apparently a cave used as a hiding place in
ancient times can be found in this area.

2.76.

The route has been described below as a pedestrian
route, which suits its character. Sections in the south
towards the Calder Bridge are very narrow and would not
be suitable to cycling.
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X1

X2

X3

X5

X8

X4

X7

X9
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Code

Description

Improvements

X1

The start of the route is not obvious.

a) 1 No entrance feature sign

Costs
£500.00

b) 1 No map
c) small hard surfacing area adjacent to path, 15m2

£1,000.00

£1,500.00

X2

Very muddy sections on the narrow path

a) Intensive upgrading to a gravel path, 2m wide, 350m

£42,000.00

X3

A dirt track through woodlands leads closer to
the stream. Existing path in not too bad
condition.

a) Minor upgrading to gravel path 2m wide and

£19,200.00

b) clearing of Rhododendron, 160m
£6,400.00

X4

Views to the stream are blocked by young trees

a) Clear out young trees in several sections to open up
views, 30m2

X5

The path is harder to identify and is in the end
lost..

a) clear trees and shrubs to allow construction of path

£60,000.00

b) 3km gravel path, 2m wide, new construction within
woodland

£360,000.00

c) 2 No fingerpost signs
d) 1 No map

X6

Tie in with route Z requires a path up the hill
with steps. Height distance approximately 15m,

a) clear trees and shrubs to allow construction
b) Set of steps and path construction up the hill. Path
length 80m, height difference 15m
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£750.00

£1,500.00

£1,000.00

£3,200.00

£24,800.00
£5,000.00

X7

Bridges required to allow footpath to continue at a) two footbridges, each spanning 12m
level of stream, meander changes terrain.

£60,000.00

Slopes in the east too steep to continue path
Interesting location: pipe across stream and up
the slope in the east. Bridge could run parallel to
pipe
X8

The path is very muddy and narrow.

a) Upgrade to 2m wide gravel path, 200m

£24,000.00

b) 1No fingerpost sign
X9

Calder Bridge and connection to Route P and N.
The start of the route is not obvious.

a) 1 No entrance feature sign

£750.00

b) 1 No map
£1,000.00
£612,600.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 30%
ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£183,780.00
£79,638.00

TOTAL ROUTE T, 3.5km

£876,018.00
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ROUTE Z, 2.2KM
From Craigneuk railway underpass, along the Calder Water and Wishawhill golf course towards Wishaw
Town Centre, Core Path 282
2.77.

The proposed link starts as Core Path 282 at the
underpass of the railway line at Craigneuk. It then leads
through ancient woodland along the Calder Water and
along the periphery of Whishawhill golf club and finally
joins Wishaw Main Street.

easily reached. Route M starts here and leads back to the
start of route Z at Craigneuk.
2.79.

2.78. The underpass is highly frequented after school, when
parents pick up their children. The immediate area around
the underpass is neglected and covered in litter and flytipping. Leaving the underpass behind the route is very
pleasant with interesting views towards the open
landscape and natural features towards the west and the
golf course to the east. The path then takes a right turn
into much more dense woodland. At this location two
more routes start, core path 270 described in Route X
and route W, a through route through the Ravenscraig
development site. The open woodland features a mixture
of scrub woodland with a large number of mature trees,
especially within the grounds of the former house farm.
Invasive rhododendron should be cleared out. The path
leads along the top of the slope with interesting views
towards the north and the Calder Water. From here the
path becomes less frequented and in some locations very
wet and its true course is hard to follow. Finally the path
enters the grounds of Wishawhill Golf Club with its
manicured landscape and forms an interesting contrast to
the woodland. From here Wishaw town centre can be
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The gravel or dirt tracks within the woodland are
generally very narrow and wet in many locations. They
require improvement of surface and surface drainage. The
woodland appears unmanaged in many locations. A higher
maintenance standard should be applied alongside paths to
make the woodland more inviting. Specimen trees and
natural features give evidence of previous use of the site.
This should be explained with signage or highlighted.
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Z1

Z2

Z3

Z4

Z5
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Z6

Z7

Z8

Z9

Z10

Z11
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Code

Description

Improvement

Z1

The start of the path at the underpass is very
uninviting with dark underpass and some litter

Refer to “Ravenscraig Green Network Strategy” Key
Project, Pedestrian Linkages from Wishaw. See M1 for
improvements and costs

Z2

The area north of the underpass appears extremely
neglected and somewhat unsafe with litter and flytipping and tracks from quad bikes or bikes. The high
palisade fences are partly damaged and without use.
An earth mound has been installed to stop vehicle
access but still allow pedestrian through route. Path
is wet.

Refer to “Ravenscraig Green Network Strategy” Key
Project, Pedestrian Linkages from Wishaw

The narrow gravel and dirt track after the earth
mount is in a much better condition with only some
litter and no fly-tipping at all. It is generally pleasant
with interesting views towards west and the golf
course to the right with high palisade fence. This
creates a strong physical and visual boundary. The
path is wet in some sections.

a) improve 200m gravel path surface where drainage
problems

The path enters the woodland. Woodland is fairly
open with rhododendron dominating the dense
undergrowth, gives it a character of designed
landscape. A number of medium size to large trees,
some partly dead. A lot of bird life was noticeable.

a) improve 150m gravel path surface

£20,250.00

b) cut down dead trees or remove dead wood along
paths, chop into large logs and store on piles within
woodland (160m long, 20m wide)

£24,000.00

Z3

Z4

a) remove mound as vehicles won’t be able to access
the whole area at all any more

Costs

£1,000.00

£30,000.00

b) assess whether fence to golf course can be removed
once development of Ravenscraig has been progressed
to link areas
c) install 3 No benches

£2,250.00

c) review whether rhododendron is invasive and manage
accordingly
Z5

Path splits into two, with Route W starting here.
Dirt track is in poor condition and very wet.

a) improve 50m gravel path surface and drainage
b) add 1 No wooden fingerpost with directions for both
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£7,500.00

Rhododendron form interesting arc over path.

paths

Z6

The path leads east with better quality woodland
along the path with higher percentage of medium
size trees. Path is not so wet here, path passes by
the grounds of former house farm with large yew in
rows and remains of former building and walls with
piles of stonemasoned building blocks

a) tree maintenance required, cut dead branches and
remove trees, strimming of 20m wide and 100m long
margin to both sides of the path

Z7

Short section of straight path leads along top of
slope above Calder Water with good views where
trees have been felled, large multistem trees to the
south and large yew along the slope, character of a
neglected parkland, relatively open

a) improve undergrowth by planting 20m2 whips
b) create viewing points through gaps in the vegetation,
clear 10m wide strip of medium height vegetation and
crown lift mature trees to allow views through. Do not
crown lift mature yews.
c) install 5 No interpretative signs that explain the
historical cultivation of large multistem trees

Z8

Path seems rarely used and woodland feels a little
neglected and unsafe, some sections are very wet
and almost impossible to pass, path has great
potential with some very large trees and great views
where it follows the edge of the steep slope above
the Calder Water

£175.00

£15,000.00

£50.00

£3,000.00

£3,750.00

a) establish reason for drainage issues and improve
b) cut fallen trees from the path into sizeable pieces and
store within the woodland, cut overhanging branches
and open up path where it is too narrow through
strimming of10m wide and 200m long margin to both
sides of the path

£20,000.00

c) establish best possible route through the woodland
d) create viewing points through gaps in the vegetation,
clear 10m wide strip of medium height vegetation and
crown lift mature trees to allow views through.
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£3,000.00

Z9

Path runs adjacent to the high palisade fence of
substation, this is unpleasant and noisy

a) explore alternative route to the west of the
substation and create 100m long gravel path

£13,500.00

b) remove existing vegetation where path will be
installed

£5,000.00

c) plant climbers to palisade fence, 130lm

£1,365.00

Z10

Unmetalled track through Wishawhill Golf Club, in
good condition but along the boundary dead trees
have been used to block access, this looks untidy

a) chop dead trees into sizeable pieces and store in neat
piles near the road or within the woodland

Z11

Access into the golf club from Wishaw

a) install 2 No wooden fingerposts, one to direct
pedestrians into the green network from Wishaw, the
other one to lead pedestrians into Wishaw

£1,500.00

Z12

Private track into the golf club connecting into Main
Street to the south of the golf club, restricted access

a) allow for use by general public, plant hedge along
eastern verge of the track, 250lm

£5,250.00

£500.00

£157,090.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 30%

£47,127.00

ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£20,421.70

TOTAL ROUTE Z, 2.2km

£224,638.70
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CALDER BRIDGE
2.80.

Calder Bridge is located within the woodland along the
South Calder Water. It is a focal point already and
frequently used by pedestrians. Route N, P, L and X all
start here or pass by and would benefit from
improvements.

2.81. Calder Bridge could be developed as a landmark feature
to aid orientation and identification with the green
network by the local population and potentially make it a
destination in its own right. Proposals could include
coordinated feature lighting, archway, railings and bollards.
2.82. Local art groups and schools could be involved to develop
unique temporary or permanent artworks in the vicinity
to the bridge, possibly relating to Ravenscraig’s history as
site of extensive steelworks.

CB1
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Code

Description

Improvement

CB 1

Calder Bridge over South Calder Water and
connection point to Route N, P, L and X.

a) install feature lighting

Bridge in good condition

b) woodland strimming in immediate surrounding of
bridge to open up views
c) install new bespoke metal feature railing to bridge,
70m
d) install 2 Nr. new bespoke archways to both ends of
the bridge matching railing

Costs
£20,000.00

£2,000.00

£14,000.00

£10,000.00

e) install map of surrounding area and paths

£6,900.00

f) install seating area: 2No feature benches and 1bin

£1,000.00

g) art installations

£3,750.00

h) provisional sum

£10,000.00

£67,650.00

ALLOW FOR GENERAL ITEMS AND PRELIMINARIES 30%
ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 10%

£20,295.00
£8,794.50

TOTAL CALDER BRIDGE

£96,739.50
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3.

COST SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

3.1.

The following table summarises the costs associated with the improvement of each of the linkages, as defined in the previous chapter.
COSTS SUMMARY TABLE
ROUTE A
ROUTE B
ROUTE C
ROUTE D
ROUTE E
ROUTE G
ROUTE GG
ROUTE H
ROUTE I
ROUTE K
ROUTE L
ROUTE M
ROUTE N
ROUTE P
ROUTE Q
ROUTE R
ROUTE S
ROUTE T
ROUTE U
ROUTE V
ROUTE W
ROUTE X
ROUTE Z
CALDER BRIDGE
TOTAL ALL ROUTES INCLUDING
PRELIMINARIES

£347,457.00
£111,218.25
£396,660.00
£47,196.60
£284,512.80
£43,257.50
£44,880.00
£221,661.00
£56,694.00
£487,759.80
£132,561.00
£761,150.00
£131,059.50
£397,926.10
£116,865.00
£76,230.00
£182,523.00
£13,860.00
£1,067,066.00
£3,867.60
£460,960.50
£876,018.00
£224,638.70
£96,739.50
£6,582,761.85
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4.

EVALUATION

4.1.

The 24 routes identified in this study each provide different
benefits for different communities and facilities. The routes
have been classified in terms of their relative priority.

4.7.

The next two columns in the matrix show the total score
for comparison (excluding/including the scoring factors cost
and complexity).

4.2.

Factors influencing the relative priority for development of
each route include overall project costs, value for money,
complexity, the phasing within the Ravenscraig
Development, the greenspace quality and amenity value of a
route after development, population catchment and density,
vicinity to existing resources, the availability of public
transport and social deprivation.

4.8.

4.3.

To help classify the relative priority of each route a matrix
has been developed which allows comparing the routes
addressing the above factors (scoring factors).

The last column of the matrix introduces a flexible
assessment tool, which allows weighting of the scoring
factors. The total score linked to the weighting is shown in
the last column and is influenced by the weighting factor
entered in the row above the scoring factors. With this tool
a scoring factor can be given more importance by adding a
value higher than 1 as weighting factor. If a scoring factor is
not to be scored a weighting factor of 0 can be entered.

4.9.

Pictured below is an example of weighting ‘Phasing’ and
‘Value for Money’ twice as important as other scoring
factors and taking ‘Green Quality’ out of the scoring
(weighting factor 0).

4.4.

To allow comparison, each route factor is given a score
between one and five.

4.5.

The matrix below lists the criteria including length and cost
on the left. Columns in the centre show the above
mentioned scoring factors and points allocation (see list
below). Though ‘Population catchment and density’ was
assessed, it is not included in the matrix due to very similar
population catchment, which would have led to an equal
scoring value.

4.6.

The suggested matrix with the different scoring factors is a
base assessment and further scoring factors can be added.
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4.10. The four highest scoring routes are highlighted in
red in the matrix and are listed below. Calder Bridge has
not been evaluated using the scoring factors due to its
nature, nevertheless is considered important to be
developed alongside route N, P, L and X.

4.11.

Excluding scoring factors cost and complexity:
Route V (24) Core path 319 north of Dalzell Park
Route G (23) From the Civic Centre via Core Path 318, 320
through Barons Haugh Nature Reserve to the Clyde
Walkway and Core Path 275
Route H (23) Ravenscraig Meadowhead Road - via Shieldmuir
Station on Core Path 314 - Core Path 315 and
Route S (23) From Merry Street to the Greenlink, core path 244
Including scoring factors cost and complexity:
Route V (33) Core path 319 north of Dalzell Park
Route D (31) Core Path 279 from Motherwell to Strathclyde
Country Park/ Connection to Sustrans Connect 2 Network
for Chatelherault Country Park
Route G (31) From the Civic Centre via Core Path 318, 320
through Barons Haugh Nature Reserve to the Clyde
Walkway and Core Path 275
Route B (30) Core Path 242 from Merry Street, Motherwell to
the Greenlink
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Shown below are the scoring factors and details for points
allocation.

Cost score

1 point
2 points
3 points
4 points
5 points

over 300k
under 300k
under 200k
under 100k
under 50k

Complexity score
accessibility and
ease of approval

1 point
2 points
3 points
4 points
5 points

very complex

1 point

Period 7 (2019-2023)

2 points
3 points
4 points
5 points

Period 6 (2015-2019)
Period 5 (2011-2015)
Period 4+3 (2009-2011)
Period 2+1 (2007-2009)

1 point
2 points
3 points
4 points
5 points

road link along main road
road link residential area
partly in green areas
more than 50% in green areas
mainly in green areas

Phasing:
According to the phasing of the
Ravenscraig Masterplan

Green Quality/ Amenity after
development

Population density

not complex

area is too similar in density to score
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Value for
money

Vicinity to
existing
resources
Strathclyde
CP, Dalzell
Estate, Baron's
Haugh NR,
Greenhead
Moss,
Greenlink,
Clyde
Walkway

Transport

Deprivation

1 point
2 points
3 points
4 points
5 points

over 300 £/m
under 300
under 200
under 100
under 50

1 point

not
linked

2 points
3 points

linked to other recreational area
linked via another route

4 points
5 points

in close vicinity
in direct vicinity

1 point
2 points
3 points
4 points
5 points

1 point
2 points
3 points
4 points
5 points

good transport provision

bad transport provision

good areas

highly deprived
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5.

NEXT STEPS

5.1.

This report represents the findings of an assessment of
numerous pedestrian and cyclist routes that could be
developed or upgraded to improve linkages between the
Ravenscraig development site and attractions/facilities in
the surrounding areas.

5.2.

5.3.

5.4.

5.5.

24 potential routes have been identified for development
with a combined estimated cost of £6,582,761.85 to
undertake all the works described in Chapter 2. It is
recognised that this is a high total cost and that also taking
into account the phasing and timescales of the Ravenscraig
developments, linkage route developments/improvements
should be prioritised according to the strategic benefits
each route could provide within the Ravenscraig
development timeframe. An assessment of priority is
contained in Chapter 4 Evaluation.
At this stage, it is recognised that the client and key
stakeholder partners must use this report to make the
final selection of routes for development according to
strategic priorities and budget availability. It is recognised
that this selection process may also involve decisions
about the ‘menu’ of improvements for each route.
This study only represents the ‘feasibility’ stage. Following
selection of the routes for development/improvement,
there is consequently a need to progress detailed design
work with associated surveys and consents.
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In summary, the Next Steps can be defined as follows:
(i)

client/stakeholder selection of preferred/priority
linkages for development or improvement
informed by the report’s evaluation of priority and
costs;

(ii)

identification of improvement/development works
to be undertaken for each selected route and
allocation of budgets for each route;

(iii)

commission detailed design for the selected routes
incorporating:
-

conclude opportunities with affected parties,
e.g. local residents and businesses along the
routes, local authority (Roads & Lighting in
particular) and access groups;

-

topographic surveys for localised areas as
required to provide basis for detailed designs;

-

obtain statutory consents if required, e.g.
planning consent, Roads Construction Consent
and Stopping Up Orders;

-

consideration of public safety, sense of security
and uniformity in design language for proposals
(e.g. signage, orientation maps, street furniture)
and conformity with design language of existing
and planned path networks (Green Link,
Ravenscraig Site)

(iv)

following receipt of statutory consents and
conclusion of consultations, advance to tender
stage. This may involve one or more tender
packages for implementation as one or multiple
phased contracts;

(v)
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implementation of route development contracts to
meet budget and phasing requirements.

